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by Tim Bourret
There have been many classic contests
in Clemson's Memorial Stadium. The Ti-
gers have set all kinds of conference rec-
ords and won ACC titles on Frank Howard
Field. Games from this nationally re-
nowned site have also been televised by
various networks.
However, one item that has never oc-
curred on the floor of Memorial Stadium is
the establishment of a major college
NCAA record. But that streak should end
today if the contest moves according to
form, because Clemson placekicker Obed
Ariri needs only one field goal to establish
a new all-time NCAA record for field goals
in a career. And when you think of all the
teams, and all the placekickers there have
been to play college football since the
1869 Princeton-Rutgers game that gave
college football its beginning, it is an amaz-
ing accomplishment indeed.
Last Saturday, the Tigers' Owerri,
Nigeria native kicked four field goals for
the second straight week, giving him 56 for
his career, tying him with Tony Franklin,
who booted 56 during his four-year career
(1975-78) at Texas A&M. Ariri is certainly
atop some elite company.
Ariri's accomplishments this year are
certainly worth documenting because he
is now the number-one rated field goal
kicker in America. With an average of 2.37
field goals per game, Ariri has jumped to
first with his eight field goals in the two-
game period. Additionally, he has made 1
1
straight field goals heading into the North
Carolina game and needs only five more in
a row to tie the all-time NCAA record for
consecutive field goals. His 19 field goals
this season are only three shy of the all-
time NCAA single-season mark, and he
needs only four extra points to set the new
ACC career record for extra points.
Obed Ariri needs only one field goal to
establish the NCAA record for career
field goals.
Ariri and the rest of the Tigers will have
to be at their best this afternoon when
North Carolina travels to Tigertown. The
Tar Heels were 7-0 and ranked sixth na-
tionally prior to last week's 41-7 loss at
Oklahoma. But a swift, small quarterback
named J. C. Watts, who runs the option as
well as anyone in the nation, struck for 1 39
yards rushing and three touchdowns to
lead the Sooners to the convincing win.
Clemson fans do not expect Homer Jor-
dan to be as successful as Oklahoma's
Watts, an experienced three-year starter.
The Top Ten All-Time
NCAA Field Goal Producers
Name School Years Played Field Goals
1 Tony Franklin Texas A&M 1975-78 56
1 OKpH Ariri CiGmson 1977-80 56
>J- ClIM '-"-'1 ICO VMI 1 976-79 55
4 Steve Little Arkansas 1974-77 53
4. Dave Jacobs Syracuse 1975-78 53
6, Rex Robinson Georgia 1977-80 52
7, Dave Lawson Air Force 1972-75 51
8, James Breech California 1974-77 50
9. Russell Erxleben Texas 1975-78 49
9. Rade Savlch Central Micti. 1975-78 49
Jordan (1980) vs. Fuller (1976) as Sophomores
(After 8 Games)
Passing Rushing Total Offense
Comp. Alt. Int. Yds TDs Pet. Att. Yds TDs Plays Yds Yds/Game
Jordan 56 121 7 874 4 .463 111 366 2 232 1240 155.0
Fuller . . 43 80 6 590 4 .538 110 398 4 190 988 123.5
There are four all-star candidates on the
Tar Heel defense that have provided most
of the impetus for these accomplishments.
Linebackers Darrell Nicholson and Law-
rence Taylor are two of the finest in the
South. Nicholson is the Heels' leading
tackier with 90, while Taylor has been the
big play man for the North Carolina de-
fense. The 6-3 outside linebacker who re-
ally plays like a defensive end, has made
16 tackles behind the line of scrimmage,
including an incredible 12 quarterback
sacks.
Donnell Thompson is the top front line-
man. He has made 56 tackles to lead the
men in the trenches in tackles and he has
chipped in with eight tackles for loss, only
half Taylor's total, but certainly a healthy
number.
Steve Streater is the top defensive back
and one of the top athletes on the Tar Heel
team. He has made 37 tackles from his
free safety spot and is regarded as one of
the best defenders and hitters in the ACC.
He is the prime reason North Carolina has
yielded only one TD pass all season. He
also doubles as the North Carolina punter
and accepts that job with more than a pass-
ing interest. Last week, he was 13th in the
nation in punting with a 43-yard average.
Offensively, North Carolina is almost as
proficient. Featunng an offensive line that
resembles a group of condominiums when
they lineup side-by-side, the Tar Heels are
one of the top rushing teams in the South.
Amos Lawrence is the most famous of
the runningbacks as he needs only 232
yards over his last three games this year to
become only the second man in the NCAA
history to run for at least 1 ,000 yards in all
four of his seasons in college (Tony Dor-
sett did it at Pittsburgh in 1973-77). Law-
rence has had five 100-yard games this
year and rushed for 106 yards against
Oklahoma's fine defense. A fine receiver
in the clutch, he leads the Tar Heels in
touchdown receptions this year with four.
Backing up Lawrence is Kelvin Bryant.
He has chipped in with 591 yards in 117
carries this season and has scored seven
touchdowns, the most rushing touch-
downs on the team. The combination gives
North Carolina 1 359 yards out of their tail-
back slot this year.
Rod Elkins is the North Carolina quar-
terback, a position he inherited when
Chuck Sharpe was injured in the pre-
but the Tiger quarterback is improving
from week-to-week and by the time he is a
three-year veteran he might be as crafty as
the Oklahoma mainstay. Jordan certainly
J
IS cut out of the same mold as Watts and he
jl is probably a better passer already. That's
ji
why Clemson fans feel there is a reason for
:
optimism about today's game, despite the
Tar Heels' lofty ranking in the national polls
and statistics.
I
Jordan had one of his finest all-around
I
performances against Wake Forest last
Saturday in Winston-Salem. The ACC's
second-ranked total offense leader com-
I
pleted 12 of 22 passes for 148 yards and
ran for 53 more, giving him 201 yards for
the afternoon. It marked the third time this
season that Jordan had gone over 200
yards in total offense in a single game. He
also ran for a TD and threw for one.
The Athens, Ga. native is having a solid
year for someone who had thrown only 1
1
varsity passes coming into this season. He
compares favorably with past Clemson
quarterbacks at this stage of his career.
The most famous of all Clemson quarter-
backs, Steve Fuller actually trails Jordan in
many statistics when comparing the two
quarterbacks' sophomore seasons.
Jordan has been slippery, just ask most
,
of the Clemson opponents. But Jordan has
' not faced a team as solid as North
Carolina, especially defensively. They cer-
tainly will drop in the national ratings in
most of the categories in the NCAA statis-
tics, but prior to the Oklahoma contest the
Heels were first in the nation in scoring
defense, third in the country in rushing de-
fense and fourth in the nation in total de-
fense.
Homer Jordan ranks second in the ACC
in total offense.
season. All Elkins has done is take the Tar
Heels to seven wins and only one loss. The
seven wins at the beginning of the season
was North Carolina's best start since
1935, so Elkins has already etched his
name along side some fine Tar Heel quar-
terbacks of the past. The sophomore from
Greensboro has hit 62 of 127 passes for
796 yards. But, more importantly, he
knows how to find the endzone as he has
thrown 11 TD passes this year, including
at least one against every team but Okla-
homa.
Overall, running the football is the name
of the game for North Carolina as the Tar
Heels have gained more than twice as
many yards on the ground as they have in
the air. This will make for an interesting
matchup today as Clemson has been
stingy against the run and has not yielded
more than 147 yards on the ground in a
game all season.
With bowl bids, national rankings, and,
for the most part, pride on the line, it should
make the 29th meeting between Clemson
and North Carolina a classic.
Perry Tuttle s 10 pass receptions in the
Wake Forest game was one short of the
Clemson record. Tuttle also caught a
touchdown pass against the Deacons,
now has a TD reception in each of his
games against Wake Forest. In three
games against Wake Forest, Tuttle has 16
receptions for 233 yards and three
touchdowns.
The next pass reception by Perry Tuttle
Will put him in a fourth place tie with Glenn
Smith on Clemson's all-time pass recep-
tion list and another effort like that this
Saturday could vault Tuttle into third place
The third spot is held by John McMakin,
who had 93 receptions. Tuttle s 124 yards
receiving against Wake Forest gives him
1 ,421 for his career, leaving him 49 yards
shy of taking over third place now held by
Phil Rogers (1,469). Jerry Butler, now of
the Buffalo Bills, is Clemson's all-time re-
ceiver, with 139 receptions and 2,223
yards receiving.
1980 CLEMSON STATS

































Atl. Cmp Int yds TD Pcf.
Jordan 121 56 7 874 4 463
Casque . .
.
46 22 5 289 478
CLEMSON . 168 79 12 1228 4 .470
Opponents 221 122 7 1362 8 552
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No Yds Avg LP
Hendley 33 1326 40 2 63
Sims 4 186 46.5 51
CLEMSON . ,• 39 1512 38.8 63
Opponents ... 47 1751 37.3 53
includes 2 blocked
PUNT RETURNS
No Yds Avg^ LG
KInard 12 50 4.2 10
B Davis 5 20 4.0 8
C Rose 2 33 16.5 31
CLEMSON ... 21 150 7.1 31
Opponents . . 15 154 10.3 67
KICKOFF RETURNS
No Yds Avg LG
Headen 11 182 16.5 28
R. McSwain 6 115 19 2 24
Mack 3 78 26.0 29
CLEMSON ... 25 427 17.1 29
Opponents . . 22 416 18.9 35
1980 NORTH CAROLINA STATS
(7-1 overall, 3-0 In ACC)
RUSHING
Atts Yds Avg TD LG
Lawrence 164 768 4 7 5 62
Bryant 117 591 5.1 7 41
Johnson 73 323 4.4 56
Sturdivant 23 100 4.3 8
Ratcliff 14 52 3.7 14
UNC 454 2013 4 4 14 62
Opponents. 353 1033 2 9 7 51
PASSING
Att Cmp Int Yds TD Pet
Elkins 172 62 8 796 11 488
Stankavage .5 2 1 23 .400
UNC 133 65 9 835 11 .489
Opponents 178 87 7 971 1 .489
RECEIVING
PC Yds. Avg TD
Chatam 14 181 12.9
Richardson 13 184 14.2 2
Bryant 9 173 19.2 1
Harrison 9 106 11.8 3
Lawrence 8 79 9.9 4
UNC 65 835 12.8 11
Opponents . 87 971 11 2 1
PUNTING
No. Yds. Avg. LP
Streater 46 1974 42.9 74
UNC 47 2006 42 7 74
Opponents . . 62 2523 40 7
PUNT RETURNS
No. Yds Avg LG
Poole 34 318 9.4 —
UNC 37 318 8.6
Opponents .16 91 5.7
KICKOFF RETURNS
No. Yds Avg TD
Smith 6 137 22.8
Powell 5 71 14.2
UNC 13 245 18 8
Opponents .... 19 319 16.8
A victorv in the Irish
sweepstakes wins . . ,
OTR.
TIME OUTS LEFT TIME OUTS LEFT
DOWN TOGO BALLON
31 weekly issues will take you from football in
the fall through basketball in the winter and to
baseball in the spring. Also, four monthly is-
sues during the summer.
35 Big Issues Just $17.00
NO MATTER WHEN
YOU SUBSCRIBE
The only independent sports weekly devoted
exclusively to the Clemson Tiger fans — don't
miss it!
• a complete summary of Clemson athletics
• in-depth features
• recruiting info
• action packed photos
• full game coverage
• up to date statistics
• a sports quiz for Tigers
• much, much more!







Give your favorite Clemson fan
the great new tiger paw leisure blan-
ket. Bright Clemson orange with a big
white tiger paw! Show your Clemson col-
ors at the stadium, on the beach, at picnics.
Makes a super blanket for your bed. The
Clemson tiger paw blanket, it's washable!
$44.99
meuers/arnold^ /of the carolinas
by Jeff Rhodes
Clemson's football teams the past
four years have been characterized
by stingy, unyielding defensive play.
The Tigers ranked seventh nationally
in total defense in 1 979, which was an
eight-place improvement over 1978's
finish. The Tiger stop-troops have
also ranked first or second in almost
every Allantic Coast Conference de-
fensive category for the past three
seasons.
Three current professional players
and a future pro gridder have been
given credit for much of the Tigers'
success during this period. Jonathan
Brooks, Archie Reese, Jim Stuckey,
and Steve Durham have been the de-
fensive "names" for the Tigers, but
there is only one player that has been
on all four of these teams — Charlie
Bauman.
"I respected those guys," said
Bauman, "I learned a lot from their
leadership and their playing ability. I
was real close to Rich Tuten, Stuckey
and the others because we spent so
much time together, (Bauman was
Tuten's backup in 1977 and 1978.) He
really helped me to learn my posi-
tion."
The 6-1, 226-pound Bauman does
not feel he has been cast into the
shadows, though. "Publicity doesn't
bother me. I just like the opportunity to
play for Clemson. Everybody on a
football team is like the pieces of a
puzzle and it is up to you to make the
pieces fit. I just try to play to the best of
my ability and I don't try to play any-
body else's position.
Last season, as a full-time starter,
he had 60 tackles, but a career high
13 of those, including two for minus
yards, came in one game against all-
everything center Jim Ritcher of North
Carolina State. "I went into the game
just like any other, " Bauman noted, "I
knew what kind of a player he was by
watching the films. I guess I did think
about the game a little more than
usual, because he is such a good
player. Everything just fell into place,
though. I really didn't think I was doing
that well. I was sort of surprised when
I saw the films on the game." For his
efforts against the Wolfpack, Bauman
was named ACC Defensive Player-
of-the-Week. But, Clemson is fortu-
nate Bauman made these ac-
complishments because he almost
didn't come to Tigertown.
"I hadn't planned to go to college at
all," the Runnemede, N. J., native
said, "and I had never heard of Clem-
son before Coach (Charlie) Pell and
Coach (Dwight) Adams recruited me.
I first came to Clemson for the North
Carolina game in 1 976. 1 was sitting in
the stands and the Tigers were losing,
but they started coming back in the
second half and I could just feel the
excitement growing in the stands. 1
knew right there that this was the
place for me to be."
Bauman saw much action as a
freshman, and he made 1 9 tackles as
Rich Tuten's backup at middle guard.
In 1978, he split time with Tuten and
upped his tackle total to 32, including
eight for minus yards.
Bauman says his goals for the 1 980
season are "going to another bowl
game. So many football players just
want to go to one bowl game, and
here we are possibly going to four.
"I had never won any kind of cham-
pionship in high school, and winning
the title in 1978 was the greatest feel-
ing in the world. We had so many
good players on the '78 team. I'm not
trying to say we have bad ones now,
but there were so many on one team. I
looked up to guys like (Steve) Fuller
and (Jerry) Butler, but now its my turn
to provide the inspiration. I try to pro-
vide inspiration the same way I
learned how. Inspiration is great, but it
is up to each individual player to take it
upon themselves to grow. I respect
everybody that ever played football
because it really is a job.
"
As for the future, Bauman says, "I
have a positive attitude toward pro
football. I don't know if I'll be drafted or
not. I know I could compete and prob-
ably like pro football, but I have a lot of
other things I want to do in life. I am
really working hard on my schoolwork
and getting my degree. (Bauman is an
administrative management major). I
would like to work with athletics,
though. If I become a coach, I would
like to work at a college because this
age group is great and the college
atmosphere is enjoyable. I will always
remember the people and memories
at Clemson and I hiope that maybe I
can do the same for some other guy
that everyone here has done for me.
"
See, you can write a story on Char-
lie Bauman and not mention Woody
Hayes.
#58 Charlie Bauman prepares to stop a Wolfpack runner In 1979 N. C. State-
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by Kelly Durham
Today, five outstanding Ciemson athletes
representing three sports, and one special
initiate bring to 48 the number inducted into
Clemson's athletic Hall of Fame. James C.
Susie" Owens, Bob Hudson, Stephen F.
Wyndham, C. Douglas Hoffman, Harry
Olszewski and R. R. "Red" Ritchie will be
honored in special halftime ceremonies to-
day.
Owens, originally from Laurens, was a
two-sport standout for the Tigers from
1919-1921. As a tackle and end for the '19
and '20 football teams, Owens was an an-
chor on the Ciemson line. In addition to his
duties as a lineman, Owens also handled
the kicking chores for the Tigers.
In a game against the Citadel in Novem-
ber 1920, Owens was called upon to kickoff
with Ciemson leading 12-0. The kickoff
bounded into the endzone and while two
Citadel players "stood guard over it like
mummies, " according to The Tiger, the stu-
dent newspaper, Owens fell on the live foot-
ball for a Ciemson touchdown. But, not all of
Owens' athletic exploits took place on the
gridiron. An outfielder and one of Clemson's
strongest pitchers, Owens starred on the
Tiger baseball team as well. He served as
captain of the Tiger nine in 1921. "Susie
"
Owens, who died in 1975, is represented
today by his widow Mrs. James Owens.
Bob Hudson is one of three brothers from
North Charleston to play football for Coach
Frank Howard in the late 40's and 50's.
Nicknamed "Cadillac," Hudson played
tackle on the 1 948 Tiger team that capped a
perfect season by edging Missouri 24-23 in
the 1949 Gator Bowl. But, Hudson was
more than just a big lineman. Against Au-
burn in 1949, he took a lateral from team-
mate Ray fyiathews and raced 45 yards for a
touchdown.
Hudson played end on the 1950, 9-0-1
team that defeated Miami 15-14 in the 1951
Orange Bowl. His speed and strength were
perhaps best showcased in track and field.
A consistently strong performer, Hudson
ran the 100 and 220 yard dashes, threw the
discus, and put the shot for the Tiger track
team for four years. He is now owner of
Garland Pool Co. in Dallas, TX.
Stephen F. "Wyndie" Wyndham was a
teammate of Bob Hudson's on the '48, 49
and '50 teams. Wyndham, from Moncks
Corner, S. C. was a reliable and durable
linebacker who routinely turned in outstand-
ing performances. The 1951 TAPS reported
that Wyndham, against Boston College, "on
three occasions . . . made all the tackles in a
. . .seriesof plays." Superb play like that led
to Wyndham's selection to the All-South
Team in 1950. His teammates voted him
Stephen F. Wyndham
R. R. "Red" Ritchie
best defensive player and he served as co-
captain of the 1951 Orange Bowl Cham-
pions. Wyndham, who now lives in Colum-
bia, is a polygraph examiner with the State
Law Enforcement Division.
Douglas Hoffman specialized in breaking
in head coaches during his Ciemson athletic
career. A forward for the 1956-57, '57-'58
and '58- 59 Tiger basketball teams, he
helped acquaint new Head Coach Press
Maravich with ACC basketball. But, Hoff-
man really shined on the baseball diamond
where he starred on Coach Bill Wilhelm's
first two Tiger teams, squads that finished
fifth in the College World Series in 1958 and
'59. A Gastonia, NC product, he was named
AII-ACC in 1959, and led the Tigers to the
NCAA District playoffs where he was named
the District's Most Valuable Player. He was
selected to the All-College World Series
Team as an outfielder and capped the sea-
son by being named to the Ail-American
team. Hoffman, who later signed with the
American League's Washington Senators,
now lives in Cary, NC and is a sales rep-
resentative for Jordan Business Forms.
Harry Olszewski played an outstanding
guard on an awesome offensive line for the
Howard-coached '65, '66, '67 teams. Along
side standouts like Wayne Mass, and
Wayne Mulligan, the Tiger line led the way
to three straight Atlantic Coast Conference
Championships. An AII-ACC performer as a
junior and senior, Olszewski was awarded
the 1967 South Carolina and ACC Jacobs
Blocking Trophy. Following his senior sea-
son, Olszewski played in the Senior Bowl,
the East-West Game and the Coaches All-
America Game. As a senior, Olszewski was
a consensus Ail-American. Olszewski, who
now resides in Fort Lauderdale, FL, was
named to the Atlantic Coast Conference
Silver Anniversary Team in 1977.
R. R. "Red" Ritchie is a special initiate
into the Hall of Fame. A native of Iowa,
Ritchie came to Ciemson as an animal sci-
ence professor in 1926. A devoted Tiger
follower, Ritchie was first appointed to
Clemson's athletic council in the mid '40s.
He became chairman of the athletic council
in 1955, and served as President of the
Faculty Chairmen of the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference in 1958-59, 1964-65 and 1970-71.
Ritchie, a member of IPTAY since 1935, is
an honorary alumnus of Clemson's Class of
1926. In 1977 the R. R. "Red " Ritchie
Scholarships were established by an
anonymous donor to be awarded to out-
standing juniors and seniors on the basis of
academic achievement. Ritchie, who retired
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Danny Ford is beginning only
his second full season at Clennson
University as Head Football
Coach, but he has achieved more
than most coaches realize in a
lifetime. The 32-year-old mentor
has already guided clubs in two
bowl games, won over 70 percent
of his games, and claimed vic-
tories over renowned national
powers Georgia, Ohio State and
Notre Dame.
That is quite a list for someone
who is still the NCAA's youngest
coach (division I). But an examina-
tion of his accomplishments with
some of the nation's outstanding
programs tells college football
fans that Clemson is led by one of
America's brightest coaches.
Bear Bryant and Frank Howard
are two of the legends that have
helped mold the techniques and
theories of Clemson's present
coach. Ford played four years of
football at Alabama and coached
four more seasons under Bryant.
The 1970 graduate of Alabama
played for three consecutive bowl
teams in Tuscaloosa; the 1968
Cotton Bowl, the 1 968 Gator Bowl
and the 1969 Liberty Bowl. He
was an All-Southeastern Confer-
ence choice, All-SEC academic
selection and team captain of the
Crimson Tide his senior year.
After receiving his B.S. degree
in industrial arts, Ford remained at
Alabama as a graduate assistant
for the 1970 and 1971 seasons.
After earning a master's degree in
special education in 1971, Ford
was made a full-time assistant for
the 1972 and 1973 seasons. The
Tide went to four more post-
season games while Ford was on
Bryant's staff.
Clemson's new mentor then ac-
cepted a position of assistant
coach on Jimmy Sharpe's staff at
Virginia Tech. He remained in
Blacksburg for three seasons
(1974-75-76), before he was
beckoned to Clemson by Charley
Pell, who had just been named the
Tigers' head coach. Pell and Ford
had served together on the VP!
staff for two seasons.
When Pell resigned as head
football coach at Clemson for a
similar position at Florida, the
Student Affairs Committee of the
Clemson Board of Trustees only
considered one name as Pell's
successor — Danny Ford. Ford
not only had the backing of Pell,
but also from members of the
Clemson football team. He was
then an assistant head coach and
offensive line coach of the Tigers.
After two meetings between
Ford and the committee on the
morning of December 5, 1978, it
was the unanimous opinion of the
committee that Ford should be
named Clemson's 21st head
coach.
At a press conference on De-
cember 10, 1978, Pell relin-
quished the head coaching duties
of the Gator Bowl to Ford. Nearly
40 years after hiring 31 -year-old
Frank Howard, Clemson had
hired another gifted 31 -year-old to
lead the Tiger forces on the grid-
iron.
Ford conquered all kinds of ad-
versity in leading the Tigers to a
nationally televised 17-15 triumph
over perennial national power
Ohio State in the Gator Bowl in his
very first game as head coach.
Few coaches in NCAA history
have made such a celebrated and
successful beginning.
Last year, he took the Tigers to
eight triumphs, a second-place
finish in the ACC and non-confer-
ence wins over Georgia and Notre
Dame. Clemson has scored 801
points and set countless records
in the last three years and Ford is
given much of the credit.
Danny Ford is faced with an-
other young, inexperienced team
as the new decade begins, but
based on his track record, the
Gadsden, Alabama native should





Clemson's Danny Ford is one of America's most successful young coaches.
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And Accessories For The Manufacturing
And Converting Of Paper, Film, Foil,
Plastics and Rubber.
Louis IR Sa.tson
CompSny And Affiliates • Home Office: Box 3978 • Greenville, S. C. 29608 USA • Tel. (803) 242-5262
H. Elliott Batson, Class of 1951, President • Louis P. Batson, Jr., Class of 1949. Vice President
by Tom Hallman
It began as one man's
dream during the midst of
post-Civil War Reconstruction.
Thomas Green Clemson,
son-in-law of South Carolina
statesman John C. Calhoun,
felt that the only way the state could be revived
economically, politically and socially, was to
provide for the education of its youth.
Following the death of his wife Anna Maria and
all their children, Clemson set aside the bulk of his
plantation estate to establish a scientific institution. The South Carolina
General Assembly accepted his bequest, and in 1893, Clemson College
opened its doors to 446 students.
Last year Clemson University was home to 1 1 ,748 students in nine academic colleges. They chose from
76 undergraduate curricula and 54 graduate degree programs.
The stately Fort Hill mansion which dominated the Calhoun plantation a hundred years ago is now
surrounded by 70 main campus buildings, three-fourths of them built since 1 950. The 600-acre campus
represents an investment of approximately $1 68 million.
The campus property is surrounded by more than 20,000 acres of University farms and woodlands
devoted to agricultural and forestry research. Another 10,000 acres throughout the state are devoted to
Agricultural Experiment Station research and 4-H Club work.
Clemson students continue to demonstrate the kind of academic excellence Thomas Clemson would
have expected. Incoming freshmen now boast average SAT scores hovering around 1 ,000, and more than
two-thirds of them graduated in the top 20 percent of their high school classes.
The University also leads the way for continuing education in the state, with more than 20,000 South
Carolinians sharpening their pencils for a Clemson workshop or seminar every year.
What began as one man's dream for the future. South Carolina has seen grow into a reality: an institution






Best Eatin' All Around
Clemson's Athletic Administration: (L-R) Allison Dalton, Joe Turner, Earle Ambrose, Bobby Robinson and Bill McLellan.
Clemson athletics has made a
meteoric rise to national promi-
nence over the last four years and
Athletic Director Bill McLellan and
his tireless staff of coaches and
administrators are the major rea-
sons. Last year, the Tiger sports
program recorded all kinds of
ifirsts and records, highlighted by a
number-three national ranking in
the Knoxville Journal's All-Sports
Poll.
McLellan is the man most re-
sponsible. He has put in countless
hours to improve every phase of
the athletic program in Tigertown.
Under his direction Clemson has
built one of the finest all-around
athletic facilities in the nation. Dur-
ing his tenure the Tigers have
christened the Frank Johnstone
Jervey Athletic Center, possibly
the most modern and complete
complex under one roof, in-
creased the permanent seating
capacity of Clemson Memorial
Stadium from 43,451 to 53,306,
opened a beautiful swimming
facility, which will be the site of the
ACC meet this year, constructed a
nine-lane all-weather track, and
built a new soccer facility.
While he has erected an athletic
powerhouse on the varsity level,
McLellan has also developed a
solid intramural program for the
student body which attracts thou-
sands of participants every year.
That's why Bill McLellan is recog-
nized as a total athletic director.
Only the third man to own the
title in the last 49 years, McLellan
assumed his present position
February 4, 1971 and since that
date has directed Clemson to its
greatest decade of athletic promi-
nence. The last five years Clem-
son has ranked in the top 25 in the
nation in the all-sports poll and
has had more Ail-Americans than
in any other five-year period in
Clemson history.
An examination of McLellan's
experience in athletics explains
why Clemson has been so suc-
cessful under his direction. A na-
tive of Hamer, SC, the 48-year-old
McLellan was a two-time football
letterman for the Tigers and a
member of Clemson's 1 952 Gator
Bowl team. He received his B.S.
degree from Clemson in 1 954 and
his M.S. two years later.
After joining the athletic staff in
1958 he spent more than a de-
cade with the Tigers as an assis-
tant football coach. Assistant
Business Manager, Assistant Ath-
letic Director, and Associate Ath-
letic Director, before his appoint-
ment to his current position.
But McLellan will be the first
man to say that many knowledge-
able people are needed to run an
efficient and successful athletic
department. Assistant Athletic Di-
rector Bobby Robinson is the
catalyst of McLellan's group of re-
sponsible aides.
Assistant to the Athletic Director
Earle Ambrose; Joe Turner, Ex-
ecutive Directorof Clemson's very
successful IPTAY Club; and
Sports Promotion Director Alison
Dalton are major reasons Clem-
son's athletic administration is















ibudon t have to
major in Economics tobe
a Financial Wizardl









n fact, all sorts of unlikely,
Financial Wizards at C&S
these days.
Because they can do
[j^^jo^epher alpiost all their banking
water. any hour, any day Without having
to go inside the bank.
,f youvea
Not just deposits nnanciai wizard, and withdrawals from their checking
accounts, but from )S)"ney"togo, their savings accounts, too. As well
transfers from one
lots of other kinds of
really easy to be-
Financial Wizard. All
do is become a C&S
A Financial
V / I , , I , , , , , Wizard can issue
You don t have to be a genius to see there are orderstoran
FinalJdafWizard good rcasons to be a Fi nancial Wizard . }ro?ifonl1cJ^^^^^^^^^
can give your to another,
banking a shot
in the arm.
as loan payments, 24 hours a day.




Financial Wiiards banic at C&So
THE ACTION BANr
The Citizens & Southern
National Bank of South Carolina
Member FDIC
M 978. C&S National Bank of Soutli Carolina Financial Wizard is a servicemark of C&S National
District Offices: Atlanta, Ga. 30336 • Cerritos, Calif. 90701 • Charlotte, N.C 28205
Chicago (Berkeley), 111. 60163 • East Hanover, N.J. 07936 • Hudson, Mass. 01749
Manufacturing:










































Bill L. Atchley, President
W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs
Melvin E. Barnette, Vice President for Business and Finance
Walter T. Cox, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of
Students
Joseph B. McDevitt, Executive Officer: Secretary to tfie Board of
Trustees
W. Harry Durham, Executive Director of University Relations
Edward F. Byars, Executive Assistant to ttie President
Benjamin W. Anderson, Legal Counsel
DEANS
Arnold E. Schwartz, Dean. Graduate Studies and University
Research
Luther P. Anderson, Dean. College of Agricultural Sciences
Harlan E. McClure, Dean. College of Architecture
Harold F. Landrith, Dean. College of Education
Everett L. Thomas, Jr., Acting Dean. College of Engineering
Benton H. Box, Dean. College of Forest and Recreation
Resources
Thomas D. Efland, Acting Dean, College of Industrial
Management and Textile Science
John H. Butler, Acting Dean. College of Liberal Arts
Gloria A. Tanner, Acting Dean, College of Nursing
Henry E. Vogel, Dean. College of Sciences
1980-81 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Kenneth N. Vickery. Chairman
Dr. B. J. Skelton, Secretary
Dr. J. F. Geldard
Dr. Carolyn Briscoe
Dr. Hugh W. Webb
Dr. B. J. Todd
Dr. R. C. Harshman
Dr. Carl S. Thompson, President of the Faculty Senate
Dr. Horace W. Fleming, Jr., Immediate Past President of the
Faculty Senate
Dr. William F. Steirer, Past President of the Faculty Senate
Dr. Corrine Sawyer, Chairman of the Scholarship and Awards
Committee
Billy G. Rogers, President of Alumni Association
Davis T. Moorehead, Immediate Past President of the Alumni
Association
Charlie W. Bussey, President of IPTAY
F. Reeves Gressette, Immediate Past President of IPTAY
Robert C. Shaw, Chairman of the Graduate School Association
Oscar F. Lovelace, Jr., President of the Student Body
H. Wesley Kirkland, Jr., President of the Student Senate
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57 Executive Park South, NE
Atlanta, Georgia























VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1 , 5, 9, 1 1 , or 1 3. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located
behind the South stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1 and 13 for the
handicapped.
HIGH SCHOOL TICKETS: Special high
school tickets are sold at Gate 11 only.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at
the will call window, you will find them at
Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6. 7, and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes
only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks
will be available at Gates 1, 5, 9, 13, and
the top deck. Any person leaving the
stadium other than with a team pass must
have a pass out check, as well as an admit-
tance stub to be readmitted to the stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are lo-
cated under Section J on the South side of
the stadium, under Section T on the North
side, and under Section E of the top deck.
Trained nurses are on hand during the
game. Should a doctor be needed, ask any
usher, who knows the seat locations of
doctors. Ambulances are located at Gates
1, 5. 8, and 13.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located
at the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1 , 5,
9, 13, and the top deck.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for
spectators' information concerning the
game. Please do not request the useof the
public address system to make social con-
tacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and mens' rest-
rooms are located beneath the stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report same to the Gate 1
information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal. A
concession price list is published on this
page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received over the press box telephone.
The press box number is 654-3326.
NOTE: The following items are prohib-
ited in Memorial Stadium— umbrellas,
folding chairs, chaise lounges, food
and beverage containers of any type,
alcoholic beverages, thermos jugs, and
ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is
prohibited at an athletic contest in





Plush Tigers 5 00
Hats 5.00 & 7.00
Shakers 1,00
Sun Visors 50
Balloons 1 00 S 3 00
Party Pops 25
Inflates 3 00 & 5 00
Tote Bags 5 00
Ram Coals 5 00
Ram Suits 10 00
Tiger Paw Hand 2.00 & 5 00
t^ugs 2.00
Cushions 5 00
Tiger Paw Flags (Small) 2 00
Tiger Paw Flags (Large) 10 00






Dry Roasted Peanuts 35
Drinks 50











This is your FIGHTING EMBLEM, Tiger fans. A plush orange
fur fabric Tiger head, paws and tail mounted on a white mesh
baseball cap. Instant recognition for any fan with this one of a
kind gift. Send $12.00 in check or money order for faster
service to:
ANOTHER HUNTER DESIGN
y 804 North Franklin Rd.
Greenville, S. C. 29609




W. CARL SMITH, CLU
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
700 FIRST FEDERAL BLDG.





ride in our Jeeps!
South Church Street Ext. Greenville, S. C.
Phone In S. C. (Toll Free) 1-800-922-7300 Outside S. C. (Toll Free) 1-800-845-5278
CHUCK REEDY NELSON STOKLEY LARRY VAN DER HEYDEN RICK WHITT
Running Backs Quarterbacks Offensive Line Grad Assistant
CLIP AND MAIL TO
PEACHTREE ENTERPRISES
1405 Brushy Creek Rd.
TIGER RAG TIGER RAG
Taylors, S. C. 29687
Phone Orders: (803) 879-3881
AUTO HORN $69.95 DOOR CHIME $49.95 (24 hour service)SEND TO
INCL. TAX INCL. TAX
& POSTAGE & POSTAGE
Sound Off Witti Thie Tiger Rag!
Plays 1st Four Notes of Tiger Rag•
Zip
• For Under Hood Mounting • Easy to Install — Connects to Existing (Use UPS-Deliverable Address if Possible)
• Complete Kit — Easy to install Doorbell System n CHECK
• Plays Dozens of Otfier Songs • Nice Gift AM. EXPRESS VISA
• Standard Electronic Warranty • Standard Electronic Warranty MASTER CHARGE
• Immediate Shipment • Immediate Shiipment Card Nn
Fxp Datfi




WENDY'S OLD FASHIONED HAMDURGERS HAS
30 RESTAURANTS TO SERVE YOU. . .ALL OF
THEM ARE JUST AROUND THE CORNER
ANDERSON, S. C.
309 E. Greenville St.





U. S. 123 West
COLUMBIA, S. C.
300 Bush River Road
6892 Garners Ferry Road
823 Knox Abbott Dr.
2089 Belt Line Blvd.
7355 Two Notch Road
676 St. Andrews Rd.
804 Assembly Street
CONWAY, S. C.
U. S. Hwy. 501
GAFFNEY, S. C.
1701 W. Floyd Baker Blvd.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
943 N. Pleasantburg Dr.
3106 White Horse Road
8 Farrs Bridge Road
725 E. Farls Road
Laurens Rd. at Butler-Mauldin






130 Blowing Road Blvd.
MYRTLE BEACH, S. C.
3201 N. Kings Highway
2400 S. Kings Highway
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
109 E. Blackstock Road
4117 Lone Oak Road
228 S. Pine Street
ROCK HILL, S. C.
2367 N. Cherry Road
WAYNESVILLE, N. C.
607 Russ Avenue
BE SURE TO REDEEM YOUR TICKET STUB FOR THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER!




Clipping Illegal Use of Hands & Arms Illegal Procedure or Position
United Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc.




in construction related activities at home and abroad!
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At the touch of a button you can turn theseton
and off, adjust the volume up or down, and
select any VHF or UHF channel— all from
across the room^ Plus you get automatic color










Introducing RCA ColorTrak Infrared Remote Control,
a new electronic remote unit that puts quartz-crystal
precision in the palm of your hand. With touch-button
ease you can select any VHF or UHF channel either
directly or by scanning up or down, turn the set on
and off, and adjust volume to any level—oreven mute
It completely.
You get many other advanced features too, like
automatic color control and fleshtone correction,
automatic light sensor— and the amazing RCA Detail
Processor that makes the picture so sharp it's almost
3-dimensional
SUPPLY COMPANY
8 E. Main street Williamston, S.C. 847-9222
The 1980-81 Clemson University Cheerleading Squad
was named ' Most Outstanding Collegiate Squad" at
the Universal Cheerleading Camp this past summer.
The competition which was held in Memphis, TN fea-
tured over 70 colleges and universities nationwide.
Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, '19










































Clemson's Most Supportive Local Club
Salutes the Tigers
Club President George Ducworth presents a check to Athletic Director Bill McLellan. Funds provided by the
Annual IPTAY Golf Tournament sponsored by the Anderson IPTAY Club are presented to support Clemson
athletics. Left to right: S. T. King — IPTAY Chairman, Anderson County, Bill McLellan — Athletic Director,
Clemson University, George Ducworth — President, Anderson Clemson Club, Bill Foust — Director, IPTAY









The tiger, a long-time symbol of strength and aggressiveness for
Clemson University, now assumes another prestigious role. The
Order of the Silver Tiger is a new giving level recognizing alumni,
parents, friends, faculty and staff who have given a minimum of $500
annually to the Clemson University Annual Fund.
Gifts to Clemson University enable deserving students to receive
scholarships, add volumes to the Robert Muldrow Cooper Library,
bring professors of distinction from other colleges and universities to
campus for varying periods to share their expertise, and finance
alumni professorships awarded to outstanding faculty members.
These are just a few of the ways your gifts will be used to help secure
Clemson University's future.
Your gift not only benefits the University, but also entitles you to
become a charter member of the Order of tfie Silver Tiger, a new
recognition program for your giving level.
As a Silver Tiger you will be recognized in the Clemson Honor Roll;
honored at a special reception during the year and receive this
distinctive Silver Tiger desk piece sculptured by Defter Hefner.
Through the Order of the Silver Tiger we can say "Thanks" for all you










Add It To Your Schedule.
Try rappelling . . . descending
a precipice by a rope and the
seat of your pants. Ttie fast-
est way down. Except for free
fall.
Rappelling is one part of a
challenging academic and
extracurricular program of-
fered by Army ROTC.
Army ROTC teaches pro-
fessionally oriented students
to lead people and to direct
equipment to achieve speci-
fic objectives as an Active
or Reserve Officer.
If you're looking for the
challenge of leadership, in




IT TAKES TO LEAD










Show Tiger pride this season with Clemson Spirit
Ornaments' A thoughtful keepsake to wish "happy
holidays" to special friends & relatives.
White 3J4" dia. spun-satm ornaments depict university
insignia m school colors and are attractively boxed for gift
giving. (Design repeated on reverse side of ornament
)
$5.50 ea. ppd; 3 for $14.25 ppd













































@ $5 50 each ppd , 3/$14 25 ppd
Total Amount Enclosed
(Ctieck or IVIoney Order Only)
OF CLEMSON
P.O. BOX 512
U.S. 123 & 76
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
SPECIAL BANQUET AND MEETING ROOM FACILITIES
TELEPHONE 654-4450, A.C. 803
Meeting, Banquet and Convention
Facilities to Accommodate Groups
From 25 to 600.
ILTLTUI
THE WORLD^S DELUXE LUNCHEON BUFFET
Served Daily
220 BEAUTIFUL GUEST ROOMS
The Most Accommodating People In The World
Clemson and Stevens...
working together to make
better fabrics for us all.
With the valuable help of Clemson alumni, students
and faculty, J. P. Stevens supplies much of the
world's quality fabric needs for women's, men's and
children's apparel, home furnishings and industry.
Tiger alumni, in various management roles, help
keep Stevens a recognized leader in the international
market place. Clemson students help Stevens plants
near the campus maintain high levels of
productivity. Stevens and the textile industry as a
whole benefit each year from the research and
recommendations of Clemson faculty and
graduate students.
Clemson and Stevens . . . helping to make
better fabrics for us all.
J.P Stevens&Co. , Inc




From The Home Crowd . .
.
HOME SAVINGS
AfVIO LOAN ASSOCIATIOIM OF THE PIEOMOfMT









to Make a Sandwich
Salads, Pizza, Quiche, too!
yburdough














Jim Speros Willie Underwood Ken Yeomans
95 Sr. 20 Sr. 62 Sr.

































ill ill i&l ill ill
Carl Martin Lee Nanney Tim Basich Wayne Richmond Anthony Rose
31 So. 77 Jr. 40 Fr. 95 Jr. 21 Jr.
Bill Smith Perry Tuttle
84 Jr. 22 Jr.
Kendall Alley Vernie Anthony Vandell Arrington Cliff Austin




























Richard Hendley Alex Hudson
16 So. 78 So.
_ ^ _
ifJ i.'Mda
Frank Magwood Bob Mayberry Jeff McCall
2 So. 74 So. 32 So.
40
^lil 4,^k 4fM dtk ill
Chuck Meeks
96 So.
Bob Paulling Dennis Reeder Mark Richardson James Robinson Jeff Stockstill







Guard Brad Fisher (61) and Jeff McCall (32) prepare to block on a sweep play. Jim Wurst
80 So.













William Devane Richard Donaldson Joe Ellis
























(74) Bob Mayberry leads Homer Jordan around the end.
^
Rod McSwain Anthony Parete




Guy Varn Chuckle Richardson Jim Scott














1980 Tiger Opponent Schedule
Rice
Sept. 13 - Clemson (A) 3-19
Sept.20- Tulane (A) 13-35
Sept.27-LSU(H) 17-7
Oct. 4 - Texas (H) 28-41
Oct. 11 -TCU (A) 28-24
Oct. 18- Texas Tech (H) 3-10
Oct. 25 - Texas A&M (A) 10-6
Nov. 1 - Arkansas (A) 17-16
Nov. 8-SMU(H)
Nov. 15- Baylor (H)
Nov. 29 - Houston (A)
N. C. State
Sept. 6 - William & Mary (H) 42-0
Sept.20 -Virginia (A) 27-13
Sept. 27- Wake Forest (H) 7-27
Oct. 4 -South Carolina (A).... 10-30
Oct. 11 - Appalachian St. (H) . . .17-14
Oct. 18- North Carolina (A) 8-28
Oct. 25 - Clemson (H) 24-20
Nov. 1 - Maryland (A) 0-24
Nov. 8 - Penn Slate (A)
Nov. 15- Duke (H)
Nov. 22 - East Carolina (H)
Wake Forest
Sept. 6- Va. Tech (H) 7-16
Sept.20 - The Citadel (H) 24-7
Sept.27- N. C. State (A) 27-7
Oct. 4 - William & Mary (A) 27-7
Oct. 11 - North Carolina (H) 9-27
Oct. 18- Maryland (A) 10-11
Oct. 25- Virginia (H) 21-24
Nov. 1 - Clemson (H) 33-35
Nov. 8 - Duke (A)
Nov. 15- South Carolina (A)
Nov. 22- Appalachian St. (H)
North Carolina
Sept. 6-Furman(H) 35-13
Sept. 13 - Texas Tech (A) 9-3
Sept.27- Maryland (H) 17-3
Oct. 4 - Georgia Tech (H) 33-0
Oct. 11 - Wake Forest (A) 27-9
Oct. 18- N. C. State (H) 28-8
Oct. 25- East Carolina (H) 31-3
Nov. 1 - Oklahoma (A) 7-41
Nov. 8 - Clemson (A)
Nov. 15- Virginia (A)
Nov. 22 - Duke (H)
Georgia
Sept. 6 - Tennessee (A) 16-15
Sept. 13 - Texas A&M (H) 42-0
Sept.20- Clemson (H) 20-16
Sept. 27 -TCU (H) 34-3
Oct. ll-OleMiss(H) 28-21
Oct. 18 - Vanderbilt (H) 41-0
Oct. 25 - Kentucky (A) 27-0
Nov. 1- South Carolina (H).... 13-10
Nov. 8 - Rorida (A)
Nov. 15- Auburn (A)
Nov. 29- Georgia Tech (H)
Western Carolina
Sept. 6-VMI(H) 16-14
Sept. 1 3 - Tennessee Tech (A) . .1 0-26
Sept.20- Furman (H) 14-28
Sept.27 - Clemson (A) 10-17
Oct. 4 - Middle Tenn. State (A) 24-10
Oct. 11 - The Citadel (H) 21-28
Oct. 18- East Carolina (A) 14-24
Oct. 25- Marshall (H) 13-13
Nov. 1 - Appalachian St. (A) . . .24-27
Nov. 8 - U-T Chattanooga (A)







We're Proud To Be
Part of Both
FORT HILL
FEDERAL SAVINGS \'s, T
Serving Pickens and Oconee Counties















West Virginia (A) 14-11
North Carolina (A) 3-17
Pittsburgh (A) 9-38
Penn State (H) 10-24
Wake Forest (H) 11-10
Duke (A) 17-14




Sept. 6 - Pacific (H) 37-0
Sept. 13 - Wichita State (H) 73-0
Sept. 20- Southern Cal (A) 13-23
Sept.27- Michigan (A) 17-14
Oct. 4 - N. C. State (H) 30-10
Oct. 11 - Duke (H) 20-7
Oct. 18- Cincinnati (H) 49-7
Nov. 1 - Georgia (A) 10-13
Nov. 8 - The Citadel (H)
Nov. 15- Wake Forest (H)
Nov. 22 - Clemson (A)
Virginia Tech
Sept. 6 - Wake Forest (A) 16-7
Sept. 13 - East Tenn. State (H) . . .35-7
Sept. 20 - William & Mary (H) 7-3
Sept.27 - James Madison (H) 38-6
Oct. 4 - Clemson (A) 10-13
Oct. 11 - Rhode Island (H) 34-7
Oct. 18- Virginia (H) 30-0
Oct. 25 - Richmond (A) 7-18
Nov. 1 - West Virginia (H) 34-11
Nov. 8 - Florida State (A)
Nov. 15- VMI (A)
Virginia
Sept. 13- Navy (H) 6-3
Sept.20 - N. C. State (H) 13-27
Sept.27 - Duke (A) 20-17
Oct. 4 - West Virginia (A) 21-45
Oct. 11 - Clemson (H) 24-27
Oct. 18- Va. Tech (A) 0-30
Oct. 25 - Wake Forest (A) 24-21
Nov. 1 - Tennessee (A) 16-13
Nov. 8 - Rutgers (H)
Nov. 15- North Carolina (A)
Nov. 22 - Maryland (H)
Duke
Sept. 6- East Carolina (H) 10-35
Sept. 20 - Auburn (A) 28-35
Sept.27- Virginia (H) 17-20
Oct. 4- Indiana (A) 21-31
Oct. 1 1 - South Carolina (A) 7-20
Oct. 18- Clemson (A) 34-17
Oct. 25 - Maryland (H) 14-17
Nov. 1 - Georgia Tech (H) 17-12
Nov. 8 - Wake Forest (H)
Nov. 15- N. C. State (A)
Nov. 22 - North Carolina (A)
Clemson
Sepl.13-Rice (H) 19-3
Sept.20 - Georgia (A) 16-20
Sept.27- Western Carolina (H) .17-10
Oct. 4-Va. Tech(H) 13-10
Oct. 11 - Virginia (A) 27-24
Oct. 18- Duke (H) 17-34
Oct. 25 - N. C. State (A) 20-24
Nov. 1 - Wake Forest (A) 35-33
Nov. 8 - North Carolina (H)
Nov. 15- Maryland 'A)






























Systems — Hunter Series







Bale Presses — Hunter-Beaty
CROMTEX TEXTILE MACHINERY CORPORATION




READY-MIX SAND STONE TRUCKING
COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL
L. E. MILLER, JR.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
2463 AIRPORT ROAD
NORTH CHARLESTON. S. C.




Phone-. 351 - 4573
WILLIAM A. GRANT
PRESIDENT
NEW HWY. 52, SOUTH
MONCKS CORNER, S. C.
Phone: 761 - 317 5
SIX-MILE ROAD
(Off U. S. 17 North)
MT PLEASANT, S C.
Phone: 884 - 47 15
by Tim Bourret
With the return of six experienced
lettermen and the addition of an out-
standing recruiting class, most ACC
basketball experts expect the founda-
tion of Clemson's quickly progressing
basketball tradition to continue.
Last year the Tigers achieved all
kinds of firsts in gaining their initial
NCAA bid and a record 23 victories.
Bill Foster's fifth Clemson team ad-
vanced to the finals of the NCAA's
West Regional before UCLA's young
Bruins stopped the Tigers' drive to-
ward the final four. The Tigers were
ranked in the top 20 for two months
during the season, rising as high as
number-10 at mid-season.
Bill Foster Is Clemson's winningest
basketball coach.
First-team AII-ACC guard Billy Wil-
liams, rugged center John Campbell
and point-guard Bobby Conrad, the
catalyst of the Tiger attack, have de-
parted and will be missed. With their
graduation, many might claim the Ti-
gers will be hard pressed to come
close to last year's achievements.
'We were very pleased with the
1979-80 season, and will have to get
some great efforts from our holdovers
and new people if we are to continue
our success, " said Coach Bill Foster.
"But I have confidence in our return-
ing players because they have been
through as many pressure games as
anyone.
'Much has been said about our in-
coming freshmen. It is difficult to say
what a rookie will do because there
are many intangibles involved. Three
years ago when we brought in Billy
Williams, John Campbell, and Larry
Nance few thought we had much of a
recruiting year, but they have made
quite an impact on the program,
"The players we have brought in
this year are very highly regarded,
one of the most renowned classes we
have ever had. One of their biggest
assets, as a group, is versatility. All
can play more than one position,
"That will be an important aspect of
our team this year. We will be fewer in
number but will have more people
who can be used as swing players.
We will use a lot of different looks and
combinations this year."
FRONTCOURT
Two of these versatile players are
returning frontcourt starters, Larry
Nance and Horace Wyatt. The 6-10
pair started all season and gave op-
ponents fits with their agility around
the basket.
Nance is one of only two seniors on
this Tiger squad. The Anderson, SC
native is the leading returning scorer
with a 13.9 scoring average. He hit
51.5 percent from the field and
grabbed a team-high 8.1 rebounds
per outing, the top figure among for-
wards in the ACC. He was only the
third Clemson player this decade to
collect over 250 rebounds in a season
when he snared 259 last year. A for-
ward most of last season, Nance will
move to center this year, a position he
scored exceptionally well at last year.
The All-West Regional choice hit 22
points a game at the center slot over a
five-game span at mid-season.
Wyatt scored 8.0 points a game and
is an effective defensive player. He
was the major reason Jeff Lamp, Mike
O'Koren, and Ernest Graham all shot
under 38 percent against Clemson
last year. The Hartsville, SC native
had offensive problems at the end of
the year because of an injury to his
shooting hand. Prior to the injury he
had had a 22-point effort against
Maryland on Feb. 9, and had been
shooting over 51 percent. Wyatt
played small forward, despite his 6-10
Horace Wyatt is one of the finest defen-
sive players in the ACC.
ICL£MSON vs. POLANDNovember 1
3
8:00 p.m. at Littlejohn
M
size last year, but with Nance's move
to center, he could see more time at
the four spot.
Fred Gilliam, Keith Walker and Bill
Ross are three more frontcourt play-
ers with experience who could be in
the starting role picture. Ross has
been a backup player to John Camp-
bell the last two seasons. He saw lim-
ited action in 1979-80, but showed
signs of real improvement late, espe-
cially in the NCAA tournament.
Walker is a sharpshooting forward
who gives experience and firepower
to the frontcourt.
Gilliam was Clemson's most im-
proved player over the 1979-80 sea-
son. The 6-8 sophomore forward shot
55 percent over the last 17 games of
the year and finished the campaign
with a 6.6 PPG figure. He hit 1 0.3 PPG
in the NCAA tournament when he
shot 56.3 percent from the field. The
Tigers' best pure shooter led the team
in free throw percentage with a .844
figure, the best free throw accuracy
mark at Clemson in 13 years.
Raymond Jones is the only pure
frontcourt player among the newcom-
ers. The 6-9 forward from Union, SC
was a third-team All-American ac-
cording to Parade Magazine and
Street & Smith. He scored 22 points
and grabbed 14 rebounds per outing
over his career. His style of play is one
of agility, so his presence should give
Clemson one of the quickest front-
lines in the South when Nance and
Wyatt join Jones in the Tiger front-
court. Murray Jarman, a transfer from
Fordham, is a high jumping frontcourt
player who will see some action this
year.
BACKCOURT
On the surface, it would appear the
Tigers have a major rebuilding pro-
gram ahead of them in the backcourt
this year. Billy Williams and Bobby
I
Conrad played together three years
and might have been the best guard
tandem in the ACC a year ago.
Chris Dodds is the heir apparent to
Conrad's point-guard slot. The State
College, PA native played in every
contest last year and scored about six
points per outing. A player with much
experience, Dodds was Southern
Conference Player of the Year in
1977-78 at Davidson. But he trans-
ferred to Tigertown and is now one of
the team's most reliable players.
Mitchell Wiggins will be the other
returning letter winner in the back-
1
Larry Nance, All-West Regional last year, will move to center this year.
court. The 6-4 JUCO transfer will at-
tempt to make a transition of sorts
because he played predominantly at
small forward last year. Coach Foster
feels he will aid the team this year at
wing guard and small forward, but his
major role could be in the backcourt. A
year ago the MVP of the IPTAY tour-
nament scored 5.5 points an outing in
32 games.
Three newcomers will play a key
role in the success of the backcourt
game. Clarke Bynum, a 6-7 Sumter,
SC native is the most highly regarded
of the group. The former Wilson Hall
star was a McDonald's All-America, a
second-team choice by Parade
Magazine and fourth-team selection
by Street & Smith. He scored 21
points per game and collected 10 re-
bounds an outing his senior year in
leading his squad to the state title.
Bynum played all over the court in
high school and is a deft passer who
should see much action on the wing
this year.
Marc Campbell is known as a
"Bobby Conrad type with a better out-
side shot, " according to most observ-
ers. The Elizabethton, TN native
scored 23.3 points a game and dealt
out seven assists per outing at Ten-
nessee High School last year. He was
a two-time all-state selection and the
Player-of-the-Year in East Tennes-
see. Vincent Hamilton was the fourth
player signed by Bill Foster this
winter. The 6-4 wing guard led Ruther-
fordton Spindale Central High School
of Rutherfordton, NC to the state 3A
championship with a 32-0 record in
1 979-80. He was the MVP of the state
tourney and averaged nearly 30
points a game in the state playoffs.
Marvin Key, Mike Eppley, who also
plays football at Clemson, and Jeff
White are reserves who should help
the Tiger backcourt situation.
"Overall, we have a very young
team, ' concludes Foster. "We will do
some growing early in the season, but
we have a nice blend of experienced
players and newcomers to make it a
very successful year, one that should





Nov. 13 Thur POLISH NATIONAL TEAM 8 00 pm
Nov. 28-29 Fri & Sat IPTAY TOURN. 7 00 & 9:00 pm
Dec. 3 Wed SAMFORD 8 00 pm
Dec. 6 Sat at South Carolina 8 10 pm
Dec. 13 Sat ILLINOIS TECH 8 00 pm
Dec. 16 Tues W. VIRGINIA TECH 8 00 pm
Dec. 19-20 Fri & Sat Milwaukee Classic 7 00 & 9:00 CDT
Dec. 27-30 Thur-Sun Rainbow Classic TBA
Jan. 3 Sat N. C. STATE (TV) 1 00 pm
Jan. 7 Wed at Georgia Tech (TV) 9 00 pm
Jan. 10 Sat at Wake Forest 7 30 pm
Jan. 14 Wed THE CITADEL 8 00 pm
Jan. 17 Sat MARYLAND (TV) 1 00 pm
Jan. 19 Mon VIRGINIA 8 00 pm
Jan. 21 Wed GEORGIA TECH 8 00 pm
Jan. 24 Sat at Duke (TV) 3 00 pm
Jan. 28 Wed NORTH CAROLINA 8 00 pm
Jan. 31 Sat at Furman 8 00 pm
Feb. 4 Wed at N. C. State 7 30 pm
Feb. 8 Sun SOUTH CAROLINA (TV) 8 00 pm
Feb. 12 Thur at Maryland 8 00 pm
Feb. 14 Sat at Virginia (TV) 1 00 pm
Feb. 18 Wed WAKE FOREST 8 00 pm
Feb. 21 Sat at North Carolina (TV) 1 00 pm
Feb. 25 Wed DUKE 8 00 pm
Feb. 28 Sat BALTIMORE 2 00 pm
Mar. 5-7 ACC Tourn. Landover, MD.




Every football team needs a big
play man on defense. A player who
can come up witfi the key fumble,
blocked punt, or tackle behind the line
of scrimmage. This season, Clem-
son's big play man has been a player
that Danny Ford refers to as "the
toughest player on the Clemson
team, " Willie Underwood.
So far this year, Underwood, who is
also one of the hardest hitters on the
Clemson squad despite his small
size, has come up with numerous key
plays and emerged as one of the
leaders on the Clemson team. The
senior from Ft. Payne, AL, enjoys this
responsibility and uses the role not
only to pick up his teammates but also
to help himself play at a higher level.
"I like to lead by example, " said the
5-1 1 , 193-pounder who had made 35
tackles through the N. C. State game
including 23 initial hits. "I rarely say
anything out there. I'm just not that
type of person. I try to make a hard hit
or break up a pass, and I feel that if I'm
out there doing my best and working
hard, then the other players will do the
same."
Leading through example is some-
thing Willie Underwood has been
doing a lot this season. He has played
inspired football and come through for
the Tigers in key situations in his final
year at Clemson.
Against Virginia Tech, on a fourth-
and-two situation, Underwood shot
into the VPl backfield on a blitz and
clobbered VPI's tailback, Cyrus Law-
rence, for a two-yard loss. Underwood
hit Lawrence so hard that the VPl tail-
back was unable to play the rest of the
day.
"The defensive scheme we were
running on that play, " recalls Under-
wood as he described the crucial
down, "was a regular defensive play
we use when we know the other team
is going to run. I kind of sneak up to the
line of scrimmage, and at the snap of
the ball, I take on the fullback. On that
particular play, I faked out the full-
back, and he missed his block. Having
once been an offensive back at Clem-
son, 1 knew what the fullback's as-
signment was, and I reacted accord-
ingly. After I got past him, I was alone
in the backfield and got the runner."
Against N. C. State, the Wolfpack
appeared to be putting together their
only sustained drive of the game
when Underwood made a jarring
tackle on Andre Marks. Marks
coughed up the football, and Jeff
Davis recovered for the Tigers.
However, the play that Willie Un-
derwood and Clemson fans will re-
member most was his blocked punt
against Virginia which resulted in a
touchdown that knotted the score at
24-24 when Bill Smith picked up the
loose ball and rambled into the end-
zone for the touchdown. Moments
later, Obed Ariri kicked a 52-yard field
goal to win the game.
"That blocked punt against Virginia
was the biggest single play of my
career because it gave us a chance to
come back and win the game, " stated
Underwood. "It was a planned play, a
desperation punt-block attempt. In
the play, I again kind of sneak up to
the line of scrimmage and hide behind
Charlie Bauman until the ball is
snapped. Then Charlie takes on his
man, and 1 go to the right or the left,
whichever is the bigger hole. At Vir-
ginia, we got good penetration from
the other players, so when the last
blocker went to take on someone else
from the outside, I had a free lane. I
got all of the ball, and I nearly tackled
the punter. It was a great feeling to
make contact, and it certainly
changed things around in the game.
"
Willie Underwood has made many
big plays for the Clemson defense in
his four years at Clemson which has
seen him play in every game since
arriving on the Clemson campus in
1977. However, he is quick to point
out the contribution that Clemson and
the University's football program have
meant to him.
""I feel very fortunate to have had
the opportunity to come to Clemson
and play college football here, " re-
flects Underwood. " If it weren't for ath-
letics, I might have been digging
ditches somewhere the past couple of
years. I don't come from a real
wealthy area, and I realize the value
of the opportunity I have. 1 thank God
for the great opportunity I've had to
get an education and play football at
Clemson.
"
Underwood has taken advantage of
the opportunity Clemson has offered
in both areas and looks to the future to
use his talents in both of them.
"
I enjoy athletics, and 1 would like to
give pro football a chance," says Un-
derwood. " I'd probably go to Canada
if I couldn't make it in the states. How-
ever, I feel confident that I will be able
to get a good job after my playing days
are over. Getting a good education
and getting a good job has always
been important to me because you
can't play football forever.
"
The journey for Underwood has
never been an easy one. But, through
determination and motivation, he has
been quite successful at Clemson.
Underwood cites his parents as being
a source of inspiration and support for
him.
" The reason I know the value of this
opportunity here is because of my
parents, " says Underwood. " They
have been the real root of my motiva-
tion in anything because they have
had to work so hard for everything
they've ever gotten. They never had
any shortcuts or the type of oppor-
tunities I've had.
"
Willie Underwood has indeed been
an outstanding player for Clemson
over the last four years. In his senior
season, he has made more big plays
than most players make in a career.
But, as he leaves Clemson, it is cer-
tain that after he graduates, if he puts
the same type of effort, intensity, and
desire into whatever the future holds
for him, Willie Underwood will suc-
ceed.
Tigers
NO NAME, Hometown POS AGE HGT WGT CL
89 ALLEY, KENDALL WR 19 6-0 180 So.
Salisbury, NC, North Rowan, Larry Thomason
69 ANTHONY, VERNIE
Collins, GA, Reidsville, Danny Scott
OG 19 6-3 235 So.
1 ARIRI, OBED
Owern, Nigeria, Holy Ghost
PK 24 5-9 172 Sr.
26 ARRINGTON, VANDELL
Fayefteville, NC, E. E Smith. Roy McNeill
CB 19 6-0 175 So.
v
1 AUSTIN, CLIFF
Scotlsdale, GA, Avondale, Crawford Kennedy
TB U V./ 1 QD1 So.
f o BAILEY, RICK
Melborne. FL. Eau Gallie, Larry Canaday
OT 1
7
u o 250 Fr.
40 BASICH, RICK
Delta, OH, Delta, George Dostal
SS 22 6-1 193 Sr,
58 BAUMAN, CHARLIE
Runnemede, NJ, Pope Paul VI, Joe Chilbert
MG 22 6-1 226 Sr,
71 BENISH, DAN
Hubbard, OH, Hubbard. Ed Glass
DT 19 6-6 250 So,
63 BERRYHILL, TONY C 21 6-5 230 Jr.
Thomaston, GA, Rotiert E, Lee, Tommy Perdue
18 BLANTON, BO QB 22 6-0 185 Jr.
Summerville, SC, Summerville, John McKissick
57 BOWMAN, NICK
Crossville, TN. Cumberland Co , Tom Van W
DE
nkle
21 6-2 190 Jr.
68 BROWN, GARY
Philadelphia. TN. Loudon. Bert Ratledge
OG 19 6-3 257 So.
87 BROWN, KEN
Hartwell, GA. Hart County. Don Elam
WR 18 6-2 195 Fr.
72 BROWN, RAY
Rome, GA, East Rome, Jerry Sharp
DE 18 6-4 235 So.
47 BROWN, ROY
Myrtle Beach, SC, Myrtle Beach. Doug Shaw
WR 18 6-1 200 Fr.
99 BRYANT, JEFF
Atlanta. GA. Gordon, Napoleon Cobb
DT 20 6-5 257 Jr.
8 BULLARD, WILBUR
Laurel Hill, NC, Scotland, Mike Dubis
TB 19 6-0 167 So.
90 BUTCHER, BRIAN
Roswell, GA, Crestwood
TE 20 6-4 211 So.
12 CAIN, JACK
Atlanta. GA, Chamblee, Ron Carter
FS 21 5-10 170 Sr.
10 CALDWELL, MARK
Asheville. NC, Asheville, Bruce Peterson
FS 20 5-11 193 So.
98 CHEEK, RANDY
Augusta. GA, Butler, Oliver Russell
LB 20 5-11 200 Jr.
70 CLARK, BRIAN
Ft Myers. FL. Cypress Lake, Boyd Grucha
OG 20 6-7 241 Jr.
OO CRITE, BRENDON
Brevard, NC, Brevard. Carroll Wright
TB 1
9
5-10 1 80 So
54 CRUCE, JEFF
Lake City. FL. Columbia. Bobby Simons
C 18 6-7 240 Fr.
24 DAVIS, BILLY
Alexandria. VA. Mount Vernon. Bruce Patrick
FS 18 6-4 190 Fr.
45 DAVIS, JEFF
Greenstxjro, NC. Dudley. Jonathan McKee
LB 20 6-0 223 Jr.
37 DAVIS, TYRONE
Athens. GA. Cedar Shoals. John Waters
CB 18 6-1 185 Fr.
36 DAY, DEAN FB 21 6-1 210 So,
North Augusta. SC. North Augusta. Hulsert Morns
94 DEVANE, WILLIAM
Jacksonville, NC, Jacksonville, Ray Durham
MG 17 6-2 260 Fr,
85 DIGGS, BUBBA
Augusta, GA, Butler, Oliver Russell
TE 20 6-3 220 Jr.
66 DURHAM, STEVE
Greer, SC, Byrnes, Dalton Rivers
DT 21 6-5 258 Sr.
64 ELLIS, JOE
Toms River, NJ, Toms River. Robert Fiocco
OG 18 6-4 240 Fr.
14 EPPLEY, MIKE
Charlotte, NC, Harding, Bruce Hardin
OB 17 6-1 185 Fr.
DU FARR, JAMES
Thomason, GA, Thomason, Bill Reese
DE 1 / AD 917 Cr1 1 .
D 1 FISHER, BRAD
Fostoria, OH, Fostoria. Richard Kidwell
OG P1c. 1 Ir
DU FREDERE, FRANK
Winston-Salem. NC. Reynolds, Doug Crater
C 1 o D'O ri
.
64 FRIERSON. BOB
Sumter, SC. Lexington. Dick Weldon
OG 19 5-11 207 So.
41 GAILLARD, JERRY
Yuma. AZ. Enterprise (AL), Richard Stem
WR 20 6-0 179 Jr.
11 GASQUE, MIKE QB 21 6-2 190 Jr.
Elon College, NC, Western Alamance, Sam Ward
49 GEATHERS, EDDIE CB 21 6-2 186 Sr.
Myrtle Beach, SC, Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
53 GLENN, JOE DE 20 6-3 209 So.
Columbia, SC. A. C Flora, Charles Macalusa
81 GRAY, RICKY
Mt Ranier. DeMatha, Jerry Franks
TE 18 6-4 220 Fr.
29 HALL, HOLLIS CB 20 5-10 161 Jr.
Seneca. SC. Seneca. Ken Rushlow
NO, NAME. Hometown POS AGE HGT WGT CL
51 HAUSER, TAD LB 18
Cincinnati. OH. Finneytown. Jim Green
9 HEADEN, ANDY OB 20
Liberty. NC. East Randolph. Sal Gero
16 HENDLEY, RICH P 19
Greenville. SC, Wade Hampton, Bill Phillips
97 HOLLIS, JIMBO MG 18
Spartanburg, SC, Spartanburg. Bill Carr
46 HOLLOMAN, DUKE TB 17
Myrtle Beach. SC. Myrtle Beach. Doug Shaw
78 HUDSON, ALEX OT 18
Spartanburg. SC. Spartanburg. Bill Carr
3 JORDAN, HOMER QB 20
Athens, GA. Cedar Shoals. Jim Waters
43 KINARD, TERRY FS 20
Sumter, SC, Sumter, Dick Weldon
48 LYNCH, SCOTT DE 20
Seneca, SC, Seneca. Ken Rushlow
27 MACK, KEVIN TB 17
Kings Mt
.
NC. Kings Mt . Dan Brooks
2 MAGWOOD, FRANK
John s Island. SC. St John s. Robert Biggerstaff
31 MARTIN, CARL CB
Eloree. SC. Clarendon, Bill Martin
52 MASSARO, CARY OG
Canonsburg, PA, Canon-McMillan. Tom Olzewski
74 MAYBERRY, BOB OG
Sharon. PA. Hickory. James Bestwick
32 McCALL, JEFF FB
Fayetteville. NC. Pine Forest. Gary Whitman
98 McLELLAN, CLIFF LB
Pendleton. SC. Pendleton
35 McSWAIN, CHUCK TB
Caroleen. NC. Chase, John Keeter
28 McSWAIN, ROD CB
Caroleen, NC, Chase, John Keeter
96 MEEKS, CHUCK LB
Augusta, GA, Belton-Honea Path, Jim Nelson
77 NANNEY, LEE OT
Spartanburg, SC, Dorman, Lou Fogle
6 PAULLING, BOB PK
St Matthews, SC, St Matthews, Otis Culclasure
34 PICKETT, EDGAR FB
Lexington, NC, Central Davidson. Les Herrin
65 RADFORD, KEVIN OT
Piney View. Woodrow Wilson. Pete Culicerto
56 RICHARDSON, CHUCKIE LB
Thomasville. NC. Thomasville. Allen Brown
92 RICHARDSON, MARK DE
Spartanburg. SC. Hill. Richard O'Shawnessy
94 RICHMOND, WAYNE DT
Richmond. VA. Tucker. Bill Mountpy
75 ROBINSON, JAMES DL
Charleston. SC. St John s. Robert Biggerstaff
21 ROSE, ANTHONY CB
Sumter. SC. Mayewood. Rudy Wheeler
33 ROSE, CHUCK
Atlanta. GA, Riverwood. Charles Rose
67 SCOTT, JIM
Alexandna, VA, Mt. Vernon, Bruce Patrick
39 SIMS, DAVID
Atlanta, GA, Bay (FL). John Cobb
84 SMITH, BILL
Duncan. SC. Byrnes. Dalton Rivers
17 SMITH, JOEY WR 21
Newport News. VA, NN Military, Lefty Steckline
95 SPEROS, JIM MG 20
Potomac, MD, St John's, David Waldron
15 STOCKSTILL, JEFF WR 19
Fernando Beach. FL, Fern Beach, Joel Stockstill
23 SUTTLE, JEFF SS 18
Lafayette. GA. Lafayette. Bobby Chappell
82 TRIPLETT, DANNY LB 20
Boone. NC. Watauga. Bill Mauldin
22 TUTTLE, PERRY WR 21
Winston-Salem. NC. North Davidson. Steve Hinkle
20 UNDERWOOD, WILLIE SS 22
Ft Payne. AL, Ft Payne, David Bettingfield
91 WADE, MIKE DE 19
Greer, SC, Riverside, Jim Few
30 WARD, WILLIE TB 19
Jackson, GA, Jackson, Tommy Carmichael
88 WELLS, JEFF TE 18
Rome, GA. East Rome. Jerry Sharp
19 WILLIAMS, IKE WR 18
Belmont. NC. South Point. Jim Biggerstaff
80 WURST, JIM TE 19
Atlanta. GA. Lakeside. Waymon Creel
62 YEOMANS, KEN OG 22
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has got it for Tiger fans
!
Faced with the same old problem of where (and what) to eat before the
game? Give us a call ahead of time and we'll have a delicious box lunch
ready for you.
After the game, try "The Lighter Side" where you dine in casual comfort
and can order a sandwich, crepes, a spinach salad, quiche, prime ribs ... or
a complete dinner!
And if you really want to celebrate a Clemson victory right, "The Forum"
is the place to spend your Saturday evening! They feature dining, dancing,
and top-name entertainment.
Perone's . . . before or after the game . . . has it for you!
GREENVILLE'S MOST EXCITING RESTAURANT
1 East Antrim Drive, Greenville, S. C.















































PK 50 Fredere C
WR 51 Hauser LB
OB 52 Massaro - OG
PK 53 Glenn DE
PK 54 Cruce C
TB 55 Cheek LB
TB 56 C Richardson LB
QB 57 Bowman DE
FS 58 Bauman MG
QB 60 Farr , DE
FS 61 Fisher OG
QB 62 Yeomans OG
WR 63 Berryhill C
P 64 Ellis OG
WR 65 Radford OT
QB 66 Durham DT
SS 67 Scott DT
CB 68 G Brown OG
WR 69 Anthony OG
SS 70 Clark OG
FS 71 Benish DT
DB 72 R Brown DE
CB 73 Bailey OT
TB 74 Mayberry OG
CB 75 Robinson DL
CB 77 Nanney OT
TB 78 Hudson OT
CB 80 Worst TE
FB 81 Gray TE
LB 82 Triplett LB
FB 84 B Smith DE
TB 85 Diggs TE
FB 86 Butcher TE
CB 87 K Brown WR
TB 88 Wells TE
P 89 Alley WR
SS 92 M Richardson DE





WR 97 Hollis MG
DE 98 McLellan , LB
CB 99 Bryant ... DT
WHEN CLEMSON HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON OFFENSE
81 RICKY GRAY TE
77 LEE NANNEY LT
61 BRAD FISHER LG
63 TONY BERRYHILL C
70 BRIAN CLARK RG
68 GARY BROWN RT
41 JERRY GAILLARD WR
3 HOMER JORDAN QB
35 CHUCK McSWAIN TB
32 JEFF McCALL FB
22 PERRY TUTTLE FL
OFFICIALS
N. C. DEFENSE
93 CALVIN DANIELS OLB
76 DONNELL THOMPSON LT
34 PAUL DAVIS NG
94 HARRY STANBACK RT
98 LAWRENCE TAYLOR .... OLB
29 DARRELL NICHOLSON .... LB
49 LEE SHAFFER LB
32 GREG POOLE RGB
5 STEVE STREATER FS
28 BILL JACKSON SS
3 TYRESS BRATTON LCB
REFEREE Bob Carpenter
UMPIRE Tom Chambers
HEAD LINESMAN Bill Cummings
The Coca-Cola Bottling Comr
WHEN N. C. HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON DEFENSE
99 JEFF BRYANT LE
71 DAN BENISH LT
75 JAMES ROBINSON MG
66 STEVE DURHAM RT
84 BILL SMITH RE
33 CHUCK ROSE SLB
45 JEFF DAVIS WLB
49 EDDIE GEATHERS LC
29 HOLLIS HALL RC
20 WILLIE UNDERWOOD SS
43 TERRY KINARD FS
LINE JUDGE Ernest Benson
FIELD JUDGE Jim Robertson
BACK JUDGE Earl Barnette
N. C. OFFENSE
19 JON RICHARDSON SE
54 DAVID DRECHSLER LT
78 RONWOOTEN LG
51 RICK DONNALLEY C
68 RON SPRUILL RG
56 MIKE MARR RT
38 SHELTON ROBINSON ...... TE
9 VICTOR HARRISON FL
10 ROD ELKINS QB
2 WALTER STURDIVANT . . . . FB














17 D Lucas DB
19 Richardson WR
20 Lawrence , TB




27 S Johnson DB








36 B Johnson FB
37 Burrus FB
38 Ratliff FB





















68 Spruill . OG
69 LippincotI OG
70 G Crawford OG
























y of Anderson, South Carolina
in our bockfield you
always get four options,
liere's one. .
.
A. B. Dick Duplicating and Copying Products
Printing Audio Visual Products Interior Design, Space Planning
and Office Furniture
The R. L. Bryan Company
Columbia • Charleston • Florence • Greenville
Tar Heels
NO POS HI WT CL
8 ANTHONY, TYRONE
Pfafftown, N C
TB 6-1 199 Fr.
82 BARLOW, DANNY
Moravian Falls, N C
OLB 6-1 196 Jr.
79 BATTLE, WENDELLE
Washington, D C





DB 5-10 168 Fr.
60 BLADOS, BRIAN
Arlington, Va.
OT 6-6 289 Fr.
16 BLAYLOCK, JEFF
Andrews, N C
OLB 6-3 197 Fr.
3 BRATTON, TYRESS
Thomasville, N C
DB 6-0 187 Sr.
90 BRUGOS, JOHN
Blackstone, Va
DT 6-2 237 Sr.
44 BRYANT, KELVIN
Tarboro, N C
TB 6-2 192 So.
24 BUNN, DANNY
Goldsboro, N C
FB 5-11 222 So.
37 BURRUS, ALAN
Shelby, N C
FB 5-11 200 Jr.
88 CHATHAM, MIKE
Elkin, N C
TE 6-2 211 Sr.
42 CONIS, JIM
Harrisonburg, Va
OLB 6-0 203 So.
92 CONWELL, JOE
Bala Cynwyd, Pa,
DT 6-5 238 So.
91 COWELL, KEITH
Bayboro, N C
TE 6-1 199 So.
71 CRAWFORD, BILL
Fairfax, Va
OT 6-5 244 So.
70 CRAWFORD, GREG
Fairfax, Va
OG 6-5 256 Fr.
11 CURRY, MATT
Temple, Tex
OB 6-2 187 Fr.
93 DANIELS, CALVIN
Goldsboro, N. C.
OLB 6-3 234 Jr.
34 DAVIS, PAUL
Appalachia, Va
NG 6-2 210 Sr.
33 DeMARCO, RON
Yonkers, N Y
TB 5-11 203 Sr.
51 DONNALLEY, RICK
Raleigh. N C
C 6-2 258 Sr.
54 DRECHSLER, DAVID
Cleveland, N C
OT 6-4 242 So.
10 ELKINS, ROD
Greensboro, N C.
OB 6-1 204 So.
96 FORTSON, STEVE
Dayton, Ohio
NG 6-2 220 Fr.
1 FREEMAN, TRAVIS
Jacksonville, N C
TB 6-1 205 Sr.
95 FULLER, WILLIAM
Chesapeake. Va.
DT 6-3 237 Fr.
83 GRIFFIN, BUTCH
Williamston, N C.
OLB 6-1 202 Fr.
53 HARRELL, JIMBO
Burgaw, N C
C 6-0 214 Jr.
30 HARRIS, WILLIE
Wilson, N C
DB 6-1 179 Fr.
9 HARRISON, VICTOR
Warrenton, N C.
WR 5-9 180 So.
77 HASSARD, CLAY
Charlotte, N C.
OG 6-5 229 Fr.
7 HAYES, JEFF
Elkin. N C
KS 6-0 173 Jr.
25 HEMPHILL, DAVID
Ellicott City, Md,
WR 6-1 194 So.
65 ICKES, LEE
Wheelersburg. Ohio
DT 6-0 235 So.
81 JACKSON, AARON
Washington, D C
OLB 6-4 216 Fr.
28 JACKSON, BILL
Winston-Salem, N C,
DB 6-1 197 Jr.
36 JOHNSON, BILLY
Buckingham, Va
FB 6-1 253 Sr.
27 JOHNSON, SAMMY
Reading, Pa
DB 6-0 180 So.
47 KEENEY, KRIS
Springfield, Va
LB 6-1 219 So.
6 KELLY, TODD
Lexington, Ky
DB 5-11 170 Jr.
NO NAIvlE. Hometown POS HT WT CL
D /
Goldsboro, N C
P)T\j 1 u o 949 IrU 1 .






1 A\A/c;nM Rll 1
Clifton, Va
DT 6-3 257 Fr.
1 7
1 / 1 1
iPAc: nARRVl
Selma, N C.
DB 1O 1 1 1 75 Fr.
Do
Norfolk, Va
DTLy 1 OH ^o o IrU 1 .
OD MARR MIKF
Burlington, N C
OT 6-4 245 Jr.
OD MrPDRMITK MIKF
Clinton, ivid
WR 6-3 201 Sr.
U 1 ivn.v\jn^vv, o 1 \— V i_
Cincinnati, Ohio
OG 6-2 238 So.
31 MrKINLEY BOB
Bay Village, Ohio
FB 6-2 213 So.
40 MURRAY T J
Springfield, Va
LB 6-4 202 Fr.
ftQoy MAI If^HTDNI MMINMVJ^jn 1 WIN, O 1 IVI
Doylestown, Pa
WR 5-1 1 72 Fr.
MIPHDI c;nNI nARRFI 1
Winston-Salem, N C
1 R o c. 234 Jr.
R7 PARRICJH nWIRHT
Danville, Va
LB 6-2 216 Fr.
P,A PARRY lAPK
lylechanicsburg. Pa.




32 PnOI F GREG
China Grove, N C
DB 6-1 199 So.
ft7 PPIWFI 1 PI IFFPIRD
Rocky Mount, N, C.
6-5 228 Fr.
Oi? PPlWFi 1 nFI RFRTr V_/ V V L_l_, L^^I_L^^ri 1
Elizabeth City, N C
WR 5-10 187 Sr.
1 5 PUGH STANLEY
Windsor, N. C,
DB 6-1 184 Fr.
^ftoo RATI IFF RPIR
Laurinberg, N, C
FB 6-2 200 Fr.





Pll R O c. 219 Jr.
CUAFFFR 1 FF
Durham, N C
LB 6-1 213 Jr.
CHFPPARn Rll 1
Tarawa Terrace, N. C.
OLB 6-2 212 Fr.
OD QiPk'Fi npii \c
Springfield. Ohio
TF
1 o o 230 So.
26 SINGLFTON DAVID
Canton, N, C
DB 5-11 190 Sr.
45 SMITH MARK•wliV I 1 1 1, IVIrAI ll\
Fayetteville, N C.
TB 6-0 169 Fr.
wo 9PRI III 1 RON
Hampton, Va
OG 6-2 240 So.
c;tanrapk harry
Rockingham, N, C













c;TI IRniVAMT WAI TFRo 1 UriUI VMIN 1 , ML 1 u-ri
Hamlet, N C,
FR
1 D 5-10 21
5
Sr.
O^ CI ipp MARK
Greenboro, N. C
OT 6-4 263 Sr.
TAYI OR 1 AWRFNPF
Williamsburg, Va
OLB 6-3 242 Sr.
/ D TMPlMPCinKl nPlMMFI 11 lHw'IVIr OV-/IN, L'\_/I>JInCLL
Lumberton, N C
DT 6-5 257 Sr.
7R TRIMRI F MFI
1 rillVIDI-Q, IVI Q L-
Sterling, Va
OT 6-5 260 So.
A 1 Tl IPKPH \A/AYMFlUV^rxCn, VVMTInC
Richmond, Va
WR 6-3 202 Sr.
f c. IIPTFPRAFF MARK
Charlotte, N C
OT 6-7 283 Fr.
*+o WAHn PHRic;
Cincinnati, Ohio
LB 5-1 222 So.
oo wwuiTp RPiPKYvvni 1 n^.^wr\ i
Charlotte, N C.
LB 6-0 208 Jr.
84 WILCHER, MIKE
Washington, D C
OLB 6-3 227 So.
78 WOOTEN, RON OG 6-4 260 Sr.
Kinston, N C
' copyright 1978 Custom Specialty Company
The perfect
Christmas gift for the
Clemson fan.
DOOM
This stunning 18" x 24" print by
Polly Furr of Charlotte, N. C. is a
magnificent tribute to the Clemson
spirit of pride and strength.
A renowned Southern artist, Ms.
Furr has focused her many talents
on creating what has become a col-
lectors item.
Suitable for framing in any stan-
dard 18" X 24" or custom frame,
the visual impact of "DOOM" is
unparalleled. The rich, vibrant col-
ors will enhance the decor of any
room in your home or office.
Distribution will be limited to a
total of 500 prints per year and or-
ders will be accepted only during
the months of September through
December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy to
give as a memorable gift to the most





p. O. BOX 1 1
1
LA FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
State _ Zip-
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" @ $12.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(52(J) sales tax. (COD orders require $5.00 deposit. Balance, postage, and
COD charges due on delivery.) Order now for Chiristmas.






How the new Chevy Citation^
can be both compact..
and mid-size at the very sairie time.
No mirrors, no wires, nothing up our
sleeve. Citation really is both com-
pact and mid-size. Watch closely.
Compact on the outside.
Outside, Citation measures only
15 feet bumper to bumper That's trim
enough to fit into 3/4 of a parking
space.
Mid-size on ttie inside.
No hocus-pocus. What we did
was to mount Citation's engine
sideways, giving you enough room
inside to seat five adults comfortably.
With space left over in the
hatchback that could even surprise
Houdini. There's also a removable
shelf panel that makes every bit of
cargo just seem to disappear.
YouVe got to drive it to believe it.
Of course, there's a lot more
about Citation than meets the eye.
• There's its front-wheel -drive
traction on wet roads, through snow
and in mud.
• The way its ride can make a stretch
of road seem a whole lot smoother.
• Its impressive acceleration.
• And yet still, in the hatchback,
wagon-like convenience.
Why not see your Chevy dealer
about buying or leasing the new
Chevy Citation. You might be
amazed. It could be just the cor you
have in mind.
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Steve Streater Walter Sturdivant
5 Sr. 2 Sr.
Mark Sugg
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2&Mr. Knickerbocker^ The World*s Largest
Supplier of Clemson Souvenirs
104 College Avenue, Clemson
Telephone 803-654-4203
Haywood Mall, Haywood Road, Greenville
Telephone 803-297-3290
Mail Orders Welcome — Write or Call For Free Brochure
Although the inclusion of the flag corps as a drill unit is not of British origin, today 's bands are utilizing them more
and more to visually emphasize the music and drill used by contemporary marching bands. Today, the Tiger Band
salutes the flag corps. Members pictured are: Sharon Whitfield, Timmi Haulbrook, Denean Barker, Fran Henry,
Nancy Folson, Beth EInot, Joy Gahagan, Cathy Hope, Theresa Davis, Lanie Jordan, Kim Bumgardner, Cindy
Crocker, Laura McCall, Amy Spitzmiller, Ellen Slessinger, Lisa Johnson, Gigl Gathings, Delia Freeman, Leigh Ann
Perrin, Becky Thomas, Barbara Black, Mary Ellen Hertig, Michele Nido, Florence Hadstate.
by Kim Kelly
Today, the Clemson University Marching Band
will play host to the visiting University of North
Carolina Tar Heel Band. Under the direction of John
Yesulatis the Tar Heel Band will perfornn a tribute to
"West Side Story" as part of the half-time enter-
tainment.
The pre-game show begins as the Tiger Marching
Band enters the field while playing everyone's favor-
ites, "Sock it to em" and "Tiger Rag." As the band
moves into the T-l-G-E-R formation a familiar figure
will come from the sidelines to dot the "i", Coach
Danny Ford. Accompanying Coach Ford will be his
wife, Debra. Following the playing of "Tiger Rag"
the colors will be presented as "America the Beauti-
ful" sounds in the background.
The theme for today's halftime presentation cen-
ters around British Military music. In days gone by
when Clemson was a military school, the band also
decided to adopt a military look. Clad in uniforms
which were fashioned after British Guard uniforms
the band quickly adopted a habit of collecting and
playing British Military tunes.
Reminiscentof those military days, Band Director
Bruce Cook will lead the Tiger Band in a medley of
military marches including selections by John Philip
Sousa, Kenneth J. Alford and William Walton.
Next the percussion section will perform a British
drill song entitled, "The Lost Lady Found." The en-
tire band then will gather to drill, military-style, as
they pass in review while playing Alford's "Army of
the Nile."
To close out the halftime performance the band
will play "Londonderry Air" while exiting the field.
Fly ItWith Pride
Dear Friend,
What a great year for
the Clemson Tigers!
And what better way
to celebrate than to fly
a 3' X 5' CLEMSON
Tiger Paw Flag!
A great gift for you,
your Tiger friends and
your Tiger business
acquaintances.
The flag is reinforced
and has strong metal
grommets for years of
proud wear.
The Tiger Paw is




PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Flag(s)
I have enclosed my check' or money order for $28.50 (plus $1.00
postage and handling plus $1.14 S.C. sales tax) for each flag.




*Make Check Payable To
P. O. Box 3978
Greenville, S. C. 29608
TEL. (803) 242-5262
The CLEMSON Tiger Paw
Boat Flag!! Put some "PAW
POWER" on your boat, car,
trailer or wherever you want
to let people know that the
tiger is near. Designed with
metal grommets, the 12" x
18" boat flag is perfect for
aluminum light staffs, trailer
ladders or car antennas.
Don't Paws. Order Today.
To order your CLEMSON Tiger
Paw Boat Flag, send your check
or money order for $8.30
(plus $.37 postage and
handling plus $.33 S.C. sales




NOTHING EVEN COMES CLOSE
LEROY CANNON Porsche • Audi o Subaru • Alta-Romeo
Grove Road at White Horse • Greenville, S. C. 29605 • 803 / 269-5000
by David McGrew
Clemson University has undoubt-
edly meant a lot to the small communi-
ty that surrounds it. The student body
is active in the town and does much to
support it. Quite frankly, if it weren't for
the University and the students it at-
tracts, few would know about the
small community in upper South Caro-
lina.
Yet, through the many academic
and athletic accomplishments, Clem-
son University has brought plenty of
attention to the town. Countless con-
ventions and meetings are held in the
Clemson area which contribute to the
renowned academic reputation of the
University.
However, on six Saturdays in the
fall, a different type of convention is
held in Tigertown, and it centers
around Death Valley. For many busi-
nesses in the Clemson area, those six
days mean more to them than any of
the other 359 days of the year. Tiger
fans not only bring their enthusiasm
for Clemson football, but they also in-
ject thousands of dollars into the town
that allows it to continue to prosper
and progress along with the Univer-
sity and the people it serves.
Even hotels in Greenville and An-
derson benefit from football on the
Clemson campus. Peter Thompson of
the Anderson Holiday Inn says that
his hotel is jammed on football
weekends and booked six months in
advance.
Those football games generate a
substantial amount of business for
us," says Thompson. "We make
about $8,000 per game and $48,000 a
season. We wouldn't mind having six
more games a year because it is so
good for business.
"
Clothing stores, Clemson novelty
shops, fast-food chains, and restau-
rants also benefit from the approxi-
mately 50,000 non-student visitors
who flood the area on a Saturday.
fvlost of the businesses that are
found in downtown Clemson depend
heavily on football crowds to supply a
good portion of their yearly sales.
Every owner of a store in Clemson
looks forward to football weekends
because even though it means a tre-
mendous amount of work, it also
means many sales.
" Football Saturdays are very big for
us, " says I. M. Ibrahim, owner of The
Tiger Sports Shop which sells mostly
Tiger fans come from all over the South to enjoy a Clemson home game, and In
doing so, they give a real shot in the arm to the local economy.
Considering the small population of
the area surrounding Clemson, it is
fairly safe to assume that most of the
fans that attend a Clemson game
have to travel a good distance to get to
the game. It always seems that the
greater the distance a person travels,
the more money he brings and is will-
ing to spend. A good indication of this
is the lack of vacancies hotels experi-
ence on football weekends. All the
hotels we surveyed in the area are
booked solid for football weekends.
Jim Ensley of the Clemson Holiday
Inn points out that his hotel is booked
for those Saturdays over a year in ad-
vance. That Holiday inn pulls in ap-
proximately $15,000 over a football
weekend.
sports wear. 'We have between
1,000 and 4,000 customers every
game day, and some 300 to 500
people make a purchase. Sometimes
the place is so packed people can't
get in, or maybe our sales would be
even higher.
"We sell 5% of our yearly business
on those six days which shows what
an impact it has. However, that figure
in the long run is too low because it's
hard to estimate how many people
come in on game mornings, see
something they like, and come back
some other time to purchase it.
"
Randy Riggins, the manager of Mr.
Knickerbocker's in downtown Clem-
son, is equally enthusiastic about
football games in Clemson.
"Football game day sales account
for about 20% of our yearly sales. We
sell mostly Clemson novelties and
souvenirs and that is mostly what
people are looking for. Without those
six dates, it would be really hard to
stay in business."
On game days, people have to take
numbers just to get into Mr. Knicker-
bocker's. However, due to their suc-
cess, the management has opened a
new store in Greenville with hiopes of
tapping a new market for Clemson
souvenirs.
Kentucky Fried Chicken, a fast-
food chain, is one of the major bene-
factors of tailgating parties. Tailgating
is a practice that a large majority of
Clemson fans enjoy on game days,
and KFC offers convenience that
many of them take advantage of.
"There are people at the door be-
fore we even open on the mornings
before games, " reports Nancy Arnold
of the Clemson chain. "It takes every-
body we have to work those days. We
make almost $3,000 a game day and
even our biggest selling days the rest
of the year don't come close to that
figure.
"
Calhoun Corners, one of the most
popular restaurants in Clemson, is
always running out of space to seat
people on football weekends.
"Those six days have a major im-
pact on our business, " says Flip Pol-
lard, the owner. "We have an increase
of 25-30% in sales. Many times
groups of 30-40 people will make res-
ervations on those days. People
come over without a reservation, and
even though we try to work everybody
in, we lose some customers, and I
hate that.
"
One needs only to stroll down Col-
lege Avenue on a football Saturday
morning to see the economic benefits
Tiger fans provide and why local busi-
ness owners look forward to football
season. These businessmen recog-
nize the importance of the buying
power of the Clemson fans. Without it,
much of the expansion and improve-
ments of their businesses would not
have been possible. The Clemson
area has prospered through football
from the biggest stores and hotels
down to the youngsters out hawking
Clemson football game programs on
Saturday mornings.
Through the University and its foot-
ball program, the town's businesses
have grown. The town and Clemson
University have grown up together
and like good neighbors, they con-









"A fully licensed, quality conscious builder"
JAMES B. JONES, JR.
CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
102 WHITEHALL STREET
ABBEVILLE, S. C. 29620
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A Special Camp for Special People
by Wally Bowen
Five miles south of
Clemson on a heav-
ily forested penin-
sula jutting into Lake
Hartwell is Clemson Uni-
versity's Outdoor Labora-
tory. You'll find no micro-
scopes or guinea pigs in
this laboratory; it's inhabi-
tants are all people, but
people of a very special
sort.
They're special because they're handicapped, and Clem-
son's Outdoor Lab is very special because it gives the handi-
capped the opportunity for fellowship and recreation in out-
door settings from which they are usually excluded.
Administered by Clemson's department of recreation and
park administration in the College of Forest and Recreation
Resources, the Outdoor Lab first opened in 1975 with two
subcamps of eight cabins each. Today the Lab is a one
and-a-half million-dollar facility (excluding land, which is part
of the Clemson Forest) consisting of 24 cabins, a multi-
purpose dining hall, and a combination chapel-amphitheater
The 200-acre peninsula provides the Lab with more than
two miles of Lake Hartwell shoreline and plenty of space for
nature trails and campsites. In addition, the Lab maintains
lakeside campsites up to four miles away, all of which are
accessible by canoe or pontoon boat.
Though the Outdoor Lab is a spartan environment de-
signed for maximum exposure to outdoor life, its beauty lies in
the fact that most of it was designed and constructed with the
physically handicapped in
mind. Most architectural
barriers have been elimi-
nated, and many trails are
paved for wheelchair ac-
cess. Plans are currently
being laid for the construc-
tion of a swimming facility
for the wheelchair handi-
capped who aren't able to
swim in lakeside areas.
Though the Outdoor
Lab's physical accommodations are somewhat unusual, it's
the range of people it serves and the organizations which
support its programs that make the Lab so unique. Dunng the
1 979-80 camping season the Lab hosted diabetics, the visu-
ally impaired, senior citizens and the emotionally disturbed.
One of these camps. Camp Running Brave for hemophiliacs
held each July, was featured on NBC's Today Show, the CBS
Morning News and the Cable News Network.
Without the financial support of organizations such as the
South Carolina Jaycees, the S. C. Department of Mental
Health and the S. C. Sertoma Clubs, these handicapped citi-
zens could not afford the educational and recreational camp-
ing experience the Outdoor Lab offers.
In addition to serving the handicapped of South Carolina
and the Southeast, the Outdoor Lab is a popular retreat
dunng the fall and winter months for groups ranging from
outdoor education classes at area elementary schools to the
U. S. Forest Service. During 1979-80 the Lab was host to












Unanimously voted best in
class by every major motorcy-
cle magazine m 1979, the
Honda CB750F has been im-
proved for 1980! Changes in-
clude a more rigid frame, needle
bearing swingarm pivot,
30-way adjustable shocks,
and ComStarTM wheels. And
more.















2019 Wade Hampton Boulevard
Greenville, S. C.
244-6632
THE HIGHEST ENERGY BILL






A SUNPAL WATERHEATING FIREPLACE.
Developed by a Mechanical Engineering graduate
of Clemson University, the patented SunPal Water-
heating Fireplace can be installed in several ways to
save money on energy, in spite of rising costs.
Teamed with solar heat in the home above, it held
power cost, in a month with 21 rainy days, to less
than $34, including lights, appliances and hot water.
But you don't have to go solar to enjoy the beauty,
comfort and savings of a SunPal Fireplace. It can
be used with other central heating systems in many
present homes, in a room added to your home, or
with water lines installed in new slab construction.
Use the coupon below to get more information.
Not only on the way SunPal worked in the home
shown here, but the way it can work for you.
Shown ut left, foil insulation A,
fiberglas insulation B, water
inlet C, and part of the 40 sq. ft.
water pipe surface D that, with
a 1,000 gal. heat storage tank,
warms room air for up to 48 hrs.
INDUSTRIES
81 Plaza, Powdersville • Phone 803/295-0614
SunPal Waterheating Fireplaces • Solar Waterheating Co.
Sun and Fire Shoppe







PIEDMONT, S. C. 29673
Head Coach Danny Ford speaks to many IPTAY clubs around the Southeast.
by Kelly Durham
Clemson's number-three na-
tional ranking among major col-
lege athletic programs wouldn't
be possible without the efforts of
many talented and dedicated
athletes. And, many of those
athletes would not be at Clem-
son were it not for the efforts of
dedicated volunteers — volun-
teers of IPTAY, the nation's
number-one collegiate scholar-
ship organization.
IPTAY (I Pay Thirty A Year)
provided $1,035,000 in athletic
scholarships to 405 athletes in
19 varsity sports last year.
Dr. Rupert H. Fike developed
the I Pay Ten A Year plan in 1 934
to raise funds for athletic schol-
arships. Although IPTAY mem-
bers now pay from $30 to $2000
annually, their donations are still
used to fund these scholarships.
IPTAY's first membership list in-
cluded only 185 names, but
under twenty years of Pike's
leadership, and with the support
of IPTAY volunteers, the organi-
zation enjoyed steady growth. In
1947 IPTAY added a full-time
executive secretary to handle
the administrative responsibili-
ties created by the organiza-
tion's continued growth.
"The campus-based staff
helps implement and support the
policy decisions made by IP-
TAY's President and Board of Di-
rectors," says Executive Secre-
tary Joe Turner. "We're fortu-
nate to have a group of business
leaders on the Board of Directors
who give their time and pool their
experience to make IPTAY a
successful organization. These
are the people who, over the
years, have provided the leader-
ship and experience which has
made IPTAY number one."
Turner credits knowledgeable
leadership for sixteen consecu-
tive years of increased IPTAY
contributions. "Reeves Gres-
sette is a prime example. Under
his direction, IPTAY member-
ship jumped from 11,400 to
15,000. With this increase in
membership, came record con-
tributions of 2.7 million dollars in
fiscal year '80.
"Just as the full-time staff
would be ineffective without the
President and Board of Direc-
tors," says Turner, "'the Presi-
dent and Board of Directors
would not be as effective without
the support of over 500 IPTAY
Representatives in South Caro-
lina, North Carolina and Geor-
gia. These volunteers make the
one-to-one contacts that are es-




"But, " Turner explains, "these
volunteers do much more than
raise money. Each year they
coordinate the arrangements for
more than sixty Clemson Club
meetings across the three-state
area. These meetings are a
chance for Clemson people to
get together and learn more
about both the academic and
athletic programs at the Univer-
sity."
This year, IPTAY Representa-
tives will be working with a new
IPTAY president, Charlie Bus-
sey of Laurens. "Charlie is the
president of Laurens Glass
Company, and I think that
I speaks for itself in terms of busi-
I
ness and leadership experience.
He's also had fund-raising ex-
perience, " says Turner. " Charlie
served as one of the chairmen of
the Robert C. Edwards Endow-
ment drive which raised close to
two million dollars, nearly dou-
bling its goal.
""You can see why we're so
confident that IPTAY will con-
tinue to enjoy tremendous suc-
cess. We have strong leadership
and dedicated workers. That's
what has made IPTAY number

















T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
F. Reeves Gressett, Jr., Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
Frank Howard, Director
F. E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
George G. Poole, Jr.
Chris Suber, Director
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
Bill McLellan, Athletic Director
Joseph J. Turner, Jr., IPTAY
Executive Secretary
68
Representatives: Joe B Davenport •
George M Ducworth
J Tom Forrester. Jr.
Dr James Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Ralph F King. Jr
James F Little
Harry Major
Mr Randall W McClain •
Bill McLellan
P C Osteen, Jr
Robert G Sharpe
Chris Suber
Dr C Patrick Killen
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Robert L McCord, Chairman •
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT 1 Dr F E Abell, Jr,
Jim Patlerson, Director — District 1 Nick P AnagnosI •
P 0. Box 589 Lewis Bagwell •
Clemson, S C 29631 Wayne Bell •
John L Bracknell
ABBEVILLE COUNTY William E Burnett •
Philip H Rosenberg, Chairman Johnson Craig
William H Baxley, III Robert M Erwin, Jr
V. Wendel Boggs W K Fooshe •
Charles B Murphy Nevit Y Johnson
M Earle Williamson W M Self
ANDERSON COUNTY Mccormick county
S T King, Chairman T C Faulkner, Jr , Chairman •
Melvin E Barnette Dr John P, Howard
Victor G Chapman, Sr.
B K. Chreitzberg OCONEE COUNTY
R Carol Cook Joe L Harris. Chairman
Ronald Paul Barnette





Charles E Dalton, Chairman
Dr Bill L Atchley
William J Barnetl
Edith Balson •
T James Bell. Jr
, M D
Francis A Bosdell •
Robert C Bradley
Phillip H Burnett •
J Ed Burrell
Jerry R Byrd •
Walter T Cox
Dr Robert C Edwards
Charles Ellenburg, Jr
Danny Ford
Gaston Gage, Jr •




Coach Frank J Howard
Floyd M Hunt
Capt Frank J Jervey •
Tom C Lynch, Jr
James V Patlerson
William C Singleton •
R R Ritchie
Robert W Robinson. Jr
Gil Rushton •
Dr B J Skelton •
G Neil Smith •
Joseph J Turner. Jr
K N Vickery




IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT II
C Evans Putman, Director — District II
15 Quail Hill Drive
Greenville, S C 29607
CHEROKEE COUNTY
John M Hamrick. Jr , Chairman
Dr W Ronald Barrett •
R S Campbell. Jr




Sanders Bros . Inc
GREENVILLE COUNTY
K M Watson Chairman •
Bill & Marian Barbary
Randall Bell
Walter G Brackin, Jr •
Joseph Bailey Bright •
Miles E Bruce
Charles A Bryan, Jr
Waller B Crawford •
Gordon S Davis
William Lem Dillard •
Henry EIrod
Calvin H Garrett
Clark Gaston. Jr •
Joe D Gibson •
Joel W Gray, III
Charles D Hunt
Roy F Hunt, Jr,
Richard H Ivester •
Dr Willis A King. Jr
Terry A Kingsmore •
Henry M Lee
Floyd S Long •
Terry L Long •
Seabrook L Marchant •
J G Miller, Jr




I N Patterson, Jr
George M Plyler
C Evans Putman •
Bobby W Ramsey
James Rochester Co , Inc
John G Slattery
Jim League
E Richard Taylor, Jr




J R, Adair, Chairman
Charles W Bussey. Jr.
T Heath Copeland
Henry M Fans, Sr
Charles Jeter Glenn
Gray Hipp, Jr
Hugh Foster Morgan, Jr.
W B, Owens
Ralph C Prater
Dr, N C Wessinger
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
W. M Manning, Jr . Chairman •
T, R, Adams, Jr
James G Bagnall, III
Andy N Beiers
John L Brady, Sr
A B Bullington, Jr
William M Cooper •









L J (Bill) Hendrix, Jr •
Grover C Henry
Arthur W O Shields •






Harold E Blackwell. Chairman
H S Harris, Jr
B E, Kirby, Jr
Thomas E Mack
Dr J H Timmerman '
Director, District III
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT III
Dr J H Timmerman, Director — District I
1 513 Morninghill Dr
Columbia. S C 29210
AIKEN COUNTY





Frank T Gibbs •
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Eugene H Kneece, Jr
John G Molony
Alan M Tewkesbury, III




H O Weeks, Sr
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
E O Dukes. Jr . Chairman
Joe F Anderson. Jr
J W Gilliam. Jr
Joe Ben Herlong
Henry M Herlong. Jr
Lewis F Holmes








William B Clinton, Jr.
James A Compton
Earnest Jamerson Corley. Jr
H Ralph Corley, Sr
T A Henry
Warren Craig Jumper •
V F Linder, Jr
John W McLure






Earle J Bedenbaugh, Chairman
Walter B Cousins •
Louie C Derrick
L Glenn Fellers
Melvin L Longshore •
C H Ragsdale. Ill •
Terry C Shaver •
Joe H Simpson. Jr •
Clifford T Smith
C Gurnie Stuck •
David Waldrop. Jr
RICHLAND COUNTY
James P McKeown III. Chairman
George I & Nancy A Alley
Tom R Bailey
Jack W Brunson
William T Clawson, III
Ralph E Cooper •




John Melton Gault, III
Don E Golightly •
William E Hair
Col George B Herndon •
Harry J Johnson
Z K Kelly
C M Buddy Lewis
Jeffrey A O Cam
Robert A Richardson
Crawford E Sanders, III •
Davis Smith •
John B Smith. Jr
Or John H Timmerman •
Keith H Waters
E Ralph W Wessinger, Sr
SALUDA COUNTY
Bernard L Black. Chairman •
Alfred B Coleman





IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT IV
Bill 1^ Reaves. Director — District IV
515 Richardson Circle. E
Hartsville, S C 29550
CHESTER COUNTY





Dr Carl H Jones. Ill
W E Lindsay •
Donald B (i^urray
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY





Dan L Tillman, Jr
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr Wm P Kennedy, Chairman
Hubert C Baker, D D S
J W Carter
Marion D Hawkins, Jr
Dr G J Lawhon. Jr
William B McCown. Ill
Harry M McDonald
Dr M B Nickles. Jr





J K Coleman •
Ernest C Hughes
Forest E Hughes. Jr
Harold R Jones •
KERSHAW COUNTY
J. F Watson, Chairman •
Kenneth W Carson. D D S
Tommie W James. Jr
G. P Lachicotte
T F McNamara. Jr
LANCASTER COUNTY
Garrett J Mobley, Chairman •





Marion D Lever. Jr
Joe H Lynn •




Carroll Green DesChamps. II. Chairman •
W G DesChamps. Jr
Bethel C Durant
Don R McDaniel, Sr
MARLBORO COUNTY





Thomas Edwin Grimes, III. Chairman •
William R Adkins •
David E Angel •
James D Armour
S L Campbell
Dr Roy W Campfield, Jr
O T Gulp •
F Buist Eaves, Jr
H S Gault
E M George •
Jetfery T Haire
James W Hancock. Jr
A M Hand, Jr
William Frampton Harper •
Alfred Haselden •
W T Jenkins, Jr •
F D Johnson •
James H Owen, Jr •
J C Rhea, Jr •
Ben R Smith, Jr •
Marshall E Walker
J Ryan White •
Director. District V
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V
J Ryan White, Director — District V
P O Box 487
Walterboro, S C 29488
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Wiley D Crum







Howard G Dickinson, Jr
Grover C Kennedy, Jr
Calhoun Lemon





W. H. Thornley •
BEAUFORT COUNTY





J Harry Tarrance •
CALHOUN COUNTY
William H Bull •
Martin C Cheatham
Lawrence M Gressette Jr
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Van Noy Thornhill. Chairman •
John Adams, III •
Archie E Baker
H, L Dukes, Jr
Mr M Dreher Gaskin




William C Kennerty •
Samuel W McCcnnell
David M Murray, Jr
Hans F Paul
Carl S Pulkinen
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr •
Walter A Renken, Jr
A, B Schirmer, Jr
Dr J Robert Stout
COLLETON COUNTY
Jack W Carter. Sr. •
William T Howell
Marion W. Sams, Jr
James R White, III







E T (Tom) Salisbury
HAMPTON COUNTY







Wm B Bookhart, Jr . Chairman •
F Reeves Gressette. Jr •
W C Higginbotham. Jr •
J M Russell. Jr
Jack G Vallentine •
Jack G Vallentine. Ill
James C. Williams, Jr
Russell S Wolfe, II
W T Fort. Jr
Director. District VI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT VI
W T Fort, Jr . Director — District VI
26 Adams Street
Sumter. S C 29150
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B Gardner. Chairman
Julius R Eadon. Jr






W G .Lynn. Chairman •
Charles F Carmichael •
Billy Daniel •
Robert Martin. Jr •
L B Hardaway. Jr •
Charles G Lucius, Jr •
Joseph L Powell •
Billy Gordon Rogers
FLORENCE COUNTY
Rufus M Brown, Chairman
Mrs Rufus M Brown
Marvin Cock field •
Dr William L Coleman •
L M Coleman, Jr •
Frank A Douglass, Jr
Thomas D Birchmore
Clyde S Bryce. Jr.










Allen P Wood, AIA
Edward L Young
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Joe Thomas Branyon, Jr
J C Cauthen, Jr •
Glenn A Cox •
Samuel M Harper
A, H Lachicotte. Jr,
Joe Young
HORRY COUNTY
R G Horton. Chairman •
James W Barnette, Jr •
F L Bradham •
Buddy Gore •
John P Pat Gore
Holcombe Motor Co •
Lewis S Horton •
S F Horton •
Thurmon W McLamb
R, S Winfield •
MARION COUNTY
Troy Carroll Atkinson. III. Chairman •




George G Poole. Jr
SUMTER COUNTY
Sen T O Bowen. Sr
John J Britton. Jr.
E M DuBose
W. T Fort. Jr
Dr. Wyman L Morris
R. L Wilder, Jr •
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J Snow, Jr . Chairman
Dr W C, Cottingham •
W. H Cox
Fred P Guerry, Jr
James M Kennedy
Thomas O Morris. Jr •
NORTH CAROLINA
J H Abrams, Winston Salem
W W Allen. Cary
J Garner Bagnal. Statesville •
David Tilman Cline, Charlotte
Roland L Connelly, Greensboro
Eddie N Dalton. Asheville
John Duncan. Mooresville •
Col. J L Edmonds, Greensboro
Pete Folsom. Hendersonville
James B Foster. Charlotte
Dr. Joe B Godfrey. Forest City •
E Guy Hendrix. Kernersville •
George A Hutto. Jr
,
Gastonia
W. D Kirkpatrick, Winston Salem
Robert Cody Lenhardt, Charlotte
Robert E McClure. Laurinburg
Edgar L Miller. Jr . Charlotte
Tom R. Morris. Jr . Hickory
W D Moss, Jr , Mooresville
Walter M Nash, III, Greensboro
Thomas G Roche, Jr , Matthews
Dr C R Swearingen, Jr , Smithfield
Arthur E Thomas, Winston Salem
Dr T G Westmoreland Shelby
William T Worth, Southern Pines
GEORGIA
Sonny Allgood, Toccoa
Robert S Bonds, Douglasville
Jerry A Brannon, Tucker
Andrew P Calhoun, Savannah
John Dickerson. Toccoa
Douglas C Edwards. Atlanta
Thomas W Eiserhardl. Atlanta
Howard E Hord. Atlanta
Robert A King, Columbus
William C Lawson. Savannah
John L Murray. Jr
.
Augusta
Thomas E Peterson. Conyers
Edwin S Presnell. Augusta
A U Priester. Jr
.
LaGrange
Mickey Earl Reeves, Lawrenceville
W B Shedd, La Grange
Lawrence Slarkey, Jr , Atlanta
Joseph Wm Turner, Jr
,
Albany
Dr Eugene P Willimon, Jr , La Grange
Bobby J Yarborough, Macon
OTHER STATES
Emerson E Andrishok. Warren, N J.
George U Bennett. Nashville. Tenn.
Carl F Bessent, Baltimore. Md
T C Breazeale, Jr , Knoxville, Tenn,
Robert T Cathey, Houston, Tex.
Robert P Corker, Signal Mountain, Tenn.
Mai Frank J Cox. Anniston. Ala
W B Croxton. Sao Paulo, Brazil
James C Furman, Franklin, Tenn
Walter L Garvin, Bristol, Tenn
Alvin Judson Hurt, Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio
F H. Inabnit. Jr . Jacksonville. Fla
Capt Ed Jackson, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Dave Moorhead, Arlington, Va
John Osteen, Germantown, Tenn
Phihp H Prince. New York City, N Y,
J V Roberts, Eufaula, Ala
Ben K Sharp, Cleveland, Tenn
John C Sharpe, Germantown, Tenn.
Harry W Smith, Kingsport, Tenn •
Patrick K White, Cheraw, S C
Millie D Williams, Florence, Ala.
William Lindsay Wylie, Bloomfield Hills, Mi
Leon R, Young, Winter Park, Fla
—McAbee's
Cestom Carpet Service^ lec*
(formerly Certified Carpet Service, Inc.)
Call on Greenville's Oldest
and Most Experienced Carpet Service
Carpet & tile sales
Industrial maintenance
Carpet installation
Binding & fringing area rugs
Carpet & upholstery cleaning
Jim McAhee & Staff
invite you to visit
their new showroom & workroom
Kings Rd. Industrial Park 277-0470
Off Old Mauldin Rd. 277-2519
During the fiscal year 1979-80, Clemson's IPTAY Gressette and his staff, along with the more than 500
Club experienced its finest year. For the sixteenth con- IPTAY Representatives, led the organization to a record
secutive year contributions exceeded those of the pre- setting year. The organization achieved one hundred




Life Members and Honorary Life Members






Dr. B. R. Ewing
Anderson, SC








Mrs. C. Guy Gunter
Greenville, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #2
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joe F. Hayes
Greenville, SC
Coach Frank J. Howard
Clemson, SC
B. C. Inabinet, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
Mrs. Donna Merck Jones
Norfolk, VA










In Memory of Jack R. Miller
By Philip & Celeste Prince
New York, NY
Mrs. Lena A. Sloan
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith
Anderson, SC




Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Addis
Greenville, SC
George & Nancy Alley
Columbia, SC
A. D. Amick Memorial
Batesburg, SC
T. C. Atkinson, III & Friend
Marion, SC




Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Contr.
Spartanburg, SC






















L. J. (Bill) Hendrix, Jr.
Spartanburg, SC




Capt. Frank J. Jervey
Clemson, SC











In Memory of Ralph M.& Herbert
Cannon By Alan Y. Cannon Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey
Anderson, SC Hampton, SC
Carolina Eastern Inc.
Charleston, SC
Mr. & Mrs. V. F, Linder, Jr.
Irmo, SC











Attn: Mr. Currie B. Spivey, Jr.
Greenville, SC







James P. McKeown, III
Columbia, SC
Ellison S. McKissick, Jr.
Greenville, SC






Thomas 0. Morris, Jr.
Hemingway Pharmacy
Hemingway, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen H. Mudge
Lake City, SC
John L. Murray, Jr.
Augusta, GA
Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Hartsville, SC




Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
Gaffney, SC
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Anderson, SC
































Mr. & Mrs. Charles R, Wood
Highlands, NC






Save for your sunset years...
With the right kind of savings
program you can have
money for all those things
you dream of having
someday.
"Someday" can be soon,









BRING THIS AD IN FOR A $1.00 OFF ON YOUR FAVORITE DINNER AT YOUR CLEMSON HUNGRY BULL
$1,000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP
Life Members
R. W. Bond Clemson IPTAY
Scholarship Endowment
Greenville, SC




William H, Baxley. Ill, DMD
Abbeville. SC
Mr. & Mrs, Wm, C, DuPre
Abbeville. SC
Mr, & Mrs, James B, Jones, Jr
Abbeville. SC









F, A, Tovi/nsend &
F. A. Townsend. Jr,
Aiken, SC























First National Bank of SC






Dr. Walter L. Gaillard
Anderson, SC














James A. Smith. Jr.
Anderson. SC










Dr, J, Clayton Richardson &




Mr & Mrs, Joseph B, Ridgeway
Honea Path, SC























John H. Swicord, M,D,
Moncks Corner, SC
M, W, Umphlett Memorial
By: Clyde D. &
Calhoun W. Umphlett
Moncks Corner, SC




Mr, & Mrs, John A, Walter
St, Stephens. SC
CHARLESTON










William A Grant. President
Tri-County Concrete Corp.
Hanahan. SC
Mr & Mrs. Christopher F.
Sutphin
John's Island. SC
E, M, Seabrook Jr,,
E, M, Seabrook III &
Lewis E, Seabrook
Mt, Pleasant, SC
Drs J, D- & K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant, SC
CHEROKEE



























R. B. Pond Const. Co , Inc
William M. Boyce
Darlington. SC




Dr, Paul A, Coward
Hartsville, SC








Charles F. Carmichael &
Savings Inc,
Dillon, SC
Albert J. & T Neal Rogers
Fork, SC






Joseph F Anderson, Sr.
Edgefield, SC




































Joe, Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC



























Mr, & Mrs, Frank B, Barnett
Greenville, SC
AARO Rents, Inc, — L, L, Bates,
Jr,
Greenville, SC







































Joel W. Gray, III
Greenville, SC



















Drs, J. Don & C, Fred Kelley
Greenville. SC








Do Business With The BEST
• LARGEST SECURITY COMPANY IN THE
PIEDMONT AREA
• OVER 600 EMPLOYEES
• CLIENTS INCLUDE MAJOR COMPANIES
• OPERATING IN FOUR STATES
• LOCAL CONTROL TO GIVE FAST SERVICE
• INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE OFFERED BY HIGHLY
QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
























A Friend of Clemson"
Greenville, SC
















Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Dr. Robert S. Small
Greenville, SC























Mr. & Mrs, Gary A. Johnson &












Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Doss
Simpsonville, SC







Earle W, Sargent Memorial:











Ralph W. & J Morgan Jones
Greenwood, SC
Dr. & Mrs. J. C Rockwell
Greenwood, SC
South Atlantic Constrs. , Inc
Greenwood, SC
A. M. Tuck, Inc. #1
Greenwood, SC











Cooter Phillips, Darrell Hughes,


















Jim & Carolyn Creel
A. S. Dargan
Myrtle Beach, SC











W A. Green, D. A. Kline &
B. H. Baum
Camden, SC









James F. Outlaw, Jr.
Lancaster, SC
LAURENS











W. G. DesChamps, Jr
Bishopville, SC
Ed & Red Phillips Chicken Farm
Lynchburg, SC
LEXINGTON
Mr, & Mrs. R. W Cowsert, Jr.
Lexington, SC







Dr. & Mrs. D. W. Newton, Jr.
West Columbia, SC
Benjamin F. Whaley, Jr.
West Columbia, SC
Wrenn Machine Tools, Inc
West Columbia, SC
MARION
Robert G. Mace & Dr E. E
Nissen
Gresham, SC
Dewey Alford & Jimmy Skipper
Marion, SC




Dr. William L. Cheezem, Jr.
Marion, SC
Eskridge & Long Const. Corp.
Marion, SC












Walter E. Dixon, Jr. &
Robert A. Ferguson, Jr.
Seneca, SC
W C. Harper, Jr
Seneca, SC


















Dean & Billy Finley
Central, SC
























Tom C. Lynch, Jr
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. James V Patterson
Clemson, SC




Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Skelton
Clemson, SC
Col. & Mrs. E N. Tyndall
Clemson, SC











Easley OB-GYN Associates, P A.
Easley, SC
Paul E, Bowie, Jr. Memorial
Liberty, SC
Dr, Henry C Martin
Liberty, SC



















Charles Edward Corley. Ill, M.D.
Columbia, SC




Shelby J. De Borde, Jr
Columbia, SC













T. E. Grimes, Jr,
Columbia, SC








Budweiser of Anderson, SC
Columbia, SC




Robert R. Russell, Jr.
Columbia, SC
75







An exquisite damask, puff quilted with Sertafoam
covers this remarkable sleep set. Fully featured





'^Firmness that feels good!^
phone — 847-9222
Quality at affordable prices










Mrs, Francis L, Chappell
Hopkins. SC
Phillip C. Chappell, Jr
Hopkins, SC
SALUDA







































































J. T. James Jr. &
Jasper T. James. Ill
Sumter, SC
Dr. Wyman L, Morns &
Sammie Morris
Sumter. SC
Plowden Const. Co. . Inc.
Sumter. SC
UNION




























Mr, & Mrs, Edwin L, Bates
Charlotte. NC








Mr. & Mrs. W. M, Lineberger.
Jr.
Charlotte. NC
Robert M. Phillips, Sr.
Charlotte. NC





W. A. Wood & Associates
Charlotte. NC
























D. R. Parent/T, J, Paxson
Raleigh, NC













Emory G. Orahood, Jr
Atlanta, GA









J. E. "Bo" Chinners. Jr.
Bay Village, OH














Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, TN

















Mrs Frances G Boatwnght
Littleiohn Memorial
Mr & Mrs James S Hunter
ABBEVILLE
David U Ayers







H C Coward & Son
Mr & Mrs Steve C Ergle
Mr & Mrs A Gary Evans
Thomas L Farns
Donald L Fulmer
Mr. & Mrs. James K- Gregory
H Earle Holley, Jr
Josepti K Kneece
Eugene H Kneece. Jr
Richard L Meyer
John G. Molony & William W Molony
A. H. Peters. Jr,
Kim J Steed
J E Stewart BIdrs , Inc
Alan M Tewkesbury. Ill














Dr Robert B Balk
Mr & Mrs Guy W Black
Boscobel Golf & Country Club




Jesse A Cobb. Jr
Howard M Corbett & Carlyle Poole









Dr M Ray Gillespie
Mr & Mrs William H Gilmer & Freddie
Glen Rill Farms
Glenn Plumbing Co . Inc
Mr & Mrs Phil C Greeson
Harley-Davidson of Anderson
Robert V Harrell
Harlrow Inc — Malcolm Hare
Richard Herbert
Robert Lee Hill
Dr Charles W Hinnant
John Brown Hooper
W T Hopkins




Mrs C H Lomas






Virgil P McCormick & Lawrence A
Sutherland
J Norman Phillips
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co
C Randolph McClure, Sr . Memorial
Mr & Mrs Norman W Powell
James E Reid
Dr Donald C Roberts & Dr Joseph C
Yarbrough. Jr
Mr & Mrs Dennis B Simmons
Singer Company Sewing Machine Div
Or John Horton Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert W Smith
Ronnie A Smith
Mr & Mrs Tony Smith
South General Const Co . Inc
Arnie C Spencer
Peter J & Jim Stathakis
John C Taylor. Ill
Mr & Mrs Frederick J Terry
James C Thompson, Jr
In Memory of Marion Washington, Class of
44








Mr & Mrs David Craig
Ted W Craig
Yale J Garber
Grimes Auto Salvage — Allison & Patsy
Grimes
A Friend From Williston'









Dr Rhett B Myers
Dr Peter E Myers. IV
Denny W. Orvin. Jr.
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
CALHOUN
C, F Evans & Co.
S H Houck
James M Moss. Ill & Son
CHARLESTON
John Q Adams. Jr & John Q Adams. II
D L, Aydette. Jr
David M Bartles
Phil & Mary Bradley
Reubin H. Brown




F. Gregone & Son
Ashley River Animal Hospital 77
Buddy Summey says . . .
For Building Supplies, Paint & Hardware
In The Mauldin-Greenville Area
it's
UMBERmRD inc
"The Home Aid People"
ftlJIl
PHONE 803 288-4341 MAULDIN, S. C. 29662






10 WILLIAMS ST. , GREEN VILLE , S.C. , P.O. BOX 26 3 , 2 9 602 PHONE 803-235-3589
William C Kennerty
Thomas F Kicklighter, Jr.
Frank E Lucas




David M Murray, Jr
Aaron A Nettles, Jr
Carl S Pulkinen
Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers, Inc
S V Sottile Memorial
Or J Robert Stout
Mr & Mrs Thomas M Tobin
H E Tyler
A Y Willard, Jr
Tom B Young
CHEROKEE
Dr W Ronald Barrett
James Vincent Caggiano
Dr J M Carroll
Lawrence E Childers
Gary E Clary
John M Hamrick, Jr
James G Ness
Mr & Mrs Sam L Taylor & Sammy
CHESTER
Carolyn 8, Chuck Bell
Terry Darby
Mr George R Fleming




John N & Joan B Ptessley
J B Pressley, Jr
Robert M Stevenson
Halsted M Stone, M D
W T Wrenn
CHESTERFIELD
James C Crawford, Jr
Al & Jane Hitchcock
CLARENDON
R P Felder, Jr
A Friend'
Robert E Jackson Memorial





William E & P W Southard
DARLINGTON
Hubert C Baker, DDS
Rick L Beasley
Dawkins Concrete Products, Inc
A Family of Tigers Supporters
Jettrey S Huggins
Dr Wm P Kennedy
William B McCown, III
Bill M Reaves
Andrew L Richardson
Starwood Nursery & Inc — D L Locklair
Syracuse Farms
John C Walker









Earl R Dupnest Jr
Sieve H Hutchinson, Everett A Knight
J Edward Lotz
Dexler Rickenbaker
Southern Bulk Haulers. Inc,
John Waddell
EDGEFIELD
Mr & Mrs Robert H Herlong
Ur & Mrs John A Hughes
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L Kallz
Mr & Mrs G Milton Saggus, Jr







W M Estes, Jr
Barbara & Adrian Glenn
Warren R Herndon, Sr
John J Hood, Jr
Joe D Jolly
Thomas J Mann
Pigeon Granite Co — J P Brooks, J P
Brooks, Jr
John C Renwick, Jr
J C Wylie
Frances & William H Wylie
FLORENCE
G Wilson Bryce Memorial — Bryce
Mechanical Contr , Inc
Marvin C Buchanan
Lane Craven & Malcolm H Craven
William C Dailey
Frank A Douglass, Jr
Clyde S Bryce, Jr , P E — Engineering
Consultants
Wilder & Christine Funk
Dr Robert G Jamison
Mr & Mrs William H Johnson
Troy H Lamb Farms
John E Lunn
Gordon Keilh McLeod
S A Rodgers, Jr & W S Daniel, Jr
Bobby J Watford
L Dean Weaver Const Co , Inc





Tiller Construction Co , Inc
Waccamaw Family Practice Assoc
Mr & Mrs Joe Young
GREENVILLE
Allstate Food Brokers, Inc
J E Austin, Jr
Bill & Marian Barbary
Mr & Mrs Harry G Batson
Bay Brokerage Co , Inc
Mr & Mrs Randall Bell
J Frank Black
W W Bridwell
James H Brown, Jr












James Rudolph Cox, II
Daddy Rabbit, Butch & Masso
Custom Electric Co




Joseph H Durham, Jr

















M L Garrett Construction Co.






Jack & Patsy Greene
Greenville Industrial
Jane H Greer
Dr Floyd F Griffin, Jr
Mr & Mrs Billy L Grigsby, Sr
Edward D Guy, Jr
Paul F Haigler, Jr
Caldwell Harper

















Jubilee Sales of Carolina. Inc
William J Keith
Jack R Kelley
Mr & Mrs David K King
B Russell Langley, Jr &W L Brigham Jr
Julian M Langston, Jr
Terrell Lanklord Insurance
Lee s Textile Consultant
Cecil Glenn Lester, Jr
V B Lippard, Jr




Bob Maxwell Builders, Inc
Edward McCameron, Jr.
W H McCrary
L G , Jr & L G, Sr McCraw
Dr James P McNamara
Carl & Rachel Merritt
Buck Mickel
Moore-Tinsley Supply Co
Morris Const Co — Henry Holseberg
Morion & Morton
Kenneth L Nail
William J Neely, Jr
Drs Newman & Batcheldor
Thomas K Norris
Jeremiah F O'Brien
Orders Tile & Dist Co , Inc
John F Palmer 8. Melvin W Bashor
Palmetto Loom Reed Co
Russell Hunter Park
L R "Choppy" Patterson
Joe D Pearson
Mr & Mrs Andrew H Pioth
George M Plyler
David C Poole
Port Brokerage Co , Inc
Proformance Systems, Inc
Reed & Associates
Fredric W Reinhold, Jr
Richards-Wilson
B D Robbins
Ryder Truck Rental Co , Inc
George W Sharpton





Simmons Machinery Co , Inc
W B Simmons & Co
Mr &Mrs Allen D Smith & Mr & Mrs A
D Droege
H W Smith & H W Smith, Jr
South Carolina Box Inc
William R Stoddard, Jr , M D
Richard P Strawhorn





Suitt Construction Co , Inc
Chas S Tanner Co
Robert R Taylor
Fred M Thompson
J P Thompson, Jr
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben Thrailkill




Mr & Mrs Richard L Watson
Curtis D Welborn
Joel W Wells















Mr & Mrs John R Davis
G 8. P Trucking Co , Inc-
Greenwood Motor Lines, Inc
G Bonner Harvley
R Wayne Jennings & Joe Garner
Nevit Y Johnson
Jett Knight







J Herbert Powell, Jr
Robert H Rykard
George F Smith, Jr
John W Turner, Jr
Dr & Mrs William R Warner
Alfred L White
HAMPTON
Mr & Mrs W H Mauldin
Pete G Miiey
J D Rouse, Sr & Dr Jacob D Rouse, Ji
HORRY
Marion T Bellamy
R Paul Benik, Ji
George J Bishop, III
Mrs E M Bost
F L Bradham
Robert C Crenshaw













James A & Al Adams
Alford Blackmon
R H Collins
Dr John R Howell, Jr
Oscar S Porter, III
Riverside Grocery
Grady P Robinson
Mr & Mrs L S Stewman & Mr & Mrs
Duane Johnson














Carroll Green DesChamps, II
Wyman McDaniel
Don R McDaniel, Sr
LEXINGTON
Billy Amick
Dr & Mrs Barney C Austin









Mr & Mrs Albert R Shealy
George M Shealy
James H Shirer, Jr
Charles M Stuck
Harold B Swygerf, Jr
Woodrow H Taylor
MARION
Fritz N Johnson, M D
Mullins, S C
Duncan C Mclntyre & William F Thompson
Gorden R McLellan
Mccormick
Bowne Pulpwood Co , Inc
Mrs Helena W Faulkner
NEWBERRY




David C Waldrop, Si




Harris Marine & R V , Inc
Dr Frank A Hoshall, Jr
Deryl C Keese & Wm C Keese
John N Landreth, Sr
Dr Harry B Mays
Mr & Mrs J Whit Miller
Mr 8. Mrs Edd Mize





Geroge L Binnicker, Jr
Wm B Bookhart, Jr & Sons
Mrs Starr C Busbee
W A Cartwright, Jr
Dr M Rodney Culler
David Evans Family
H Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co , Inc — Leiand
M Bradshaw
Gray & Gray Farms
F Reeves Gressette, Jr
W C Higginbolham, Jr
Alan McC Johnstone
Dr & Mrs William O Quinn
Julian A Ott
Fletcher Riley, Sr & Wayne Sluckie
J M Russell, Jr
Short Stop Food Store
Ted Shuler
Jack G Vallentine, III
W E Verdery
James C Williams, Jr
PICKENS
A and A Builders
Dan Baker
Mr & Mrs Roger Beniamin
C S Boland, DDS
J L Brady
Doyle C Burton
Mr 8. Mrs Neil E Byerley
Central Concrete & Plaster, Inc
E E Clayton
Nat W Cloer
Nancy & Jimmy Cook
Malcolm E Corbett
Mr & Mrs Roy S Dalton
Tony & Allen Day
Emest Detore
William P DuBose, III
Duckett Funeral Home
Dr 8. Mrs William E Dukes
Dr & Mrs Billy L Edge
Col 8. Mrs Marvin C Ellison







James A Holcombe, Jr
Jimmy R Holliday
Coach Frank J Howard
Thomas M Hunter
Imagine, Inc
T E Jones & Sons of Easley
Bruce Lowell Kalley
R Frank Kolb, II
John W Lame
J Leiand Martin
Mr & Mrs L Paul Miller






Mrs Richard C Robbins
Drewry N Simpson
Dr B R Skelfon
G Neil Smith
Mr & Mrs Mark S Stokes
Mr & Mrs. Joe Turner
Carl E Watkins Insurance
Henry Yonce & Charles Yonce
RICHLAND
Arnold s Prol Garment Care
B P Barber & Associates, Inc
Mr & Mrs J M Bell
Nash Broyles
Chatham Steel Corp
Continental Forest Industries —J R Lally
Billy E Crumpton




Thomas J Etheredge, III
William N Geiger, Jr
Giant Portland Cement Co
Robert L Grigsby. Jr
James T Hane, Jr
W L Harrington. Jr
Gary C Hickman
H M Hodges, Jr Memorial
David G Jeter
Harry J Johnson
W A Johnson, M D
A Carrol Josey
Mr & Mrs J J Kirby, Jr
Col, John L Mack, Sr
McCrory Construction Co
David & Ruth McLellan
W L Monts, Sr
J G Murphree
Dr Jonn W Pitner
F M Reeves
John C Rivers
First National Bank of S C
Seaman Electric Supply. Inc
George Z Siokos
Frank W Smith
L W Smith. Jr , Trust
Mrs Thelma S Stephenson
Mr 8. Mrs H T Thompson, Jr & H T
Thompson, III
Mr & Mrs Walter A Tuten, Jr
William B Wells
Dr John A Wells, Jr
A. N. Whiteside, Jr , CLU -7/
Cecil T Wilhoit. Sr . Memorial / »
We're more than just a door company!
Our name doesn't tell it all, but our product line does. We sell,
deliver, custonn install, and service a connplete line of doors, dock
equipnnent and accessories. We carry everything fronn decorative
front doors to airplane hanger doors. And each is constructed of
the finest quality ofwood, steel, alunninunri, fiberglass, or connbi-
nation ofthose materials. You can also rely on our expert service
after the sale. Call us for an estimate for your project — whether
it's one door or a hundred! If it's anything to do with structural
openings in the home, business, or industry, we do it — best!
Serving Residential Needs With:
• Garage Doors. Automatic Openers
• Insulated Entry Door System
• Sliding Glass Doors
• Automatic Gate Openers
Serving Commercial Needs With:
• Dock Seals, Shelters
• Loading Dock Equipment
• Fire Doors & Sectional Doors
• Automatic Swinging Doors
• strip Doors, Traffic Doors
Overhead Door of Greenville, Inc.
Piedmont Industnal Park at 1-85 and Piedmont Hwy. 277-9460
SALUDA
Frances S & John W Hare
Mr & Mrs J William Jay
D T Wannamaker. Ill
SPARTANBURG
ACME Oistr of Spbg , Inc.
Quentin S Broom
T R Adams, Jr





Mr & Mrs Louie W Blanton
H J Bowman
Kenneth W Brown
Budweiser of Sparlanburg. Inc-
Gene E Williams
Chapman Grading & Concrete
P. B Chappell
Michael G Coleman, Brad Pressley
C. B, Condrey
PImco Chemical & Supply Co
Mrs Billy W Davis
Timothy M Drake
R A Earnhardt
Mr & Mrs Harley W Easier
Lawrence Goldstein
Max & Rita Gregory
Joe A Harris. Inc
Cecil s Incorporated
Insulfab Plastics, Inc — W C Moore
Helen D Johnson
Kirkland S Johnston & John B Johnston
Miss Margaret Lee
Cambridge House, Ltd
Palmetto Motor Lines, Inc
Maxcy B Patterson
Pettit Const Co Inc #1
Pkging & Specy Papers, Inc




Jack M Steinberg, CLU &
Dr Harold R Rubel
Mr & Mrs Jerry E Taylor
Terry F Thurston




White s Exxon Station
Boyd W Wingo
Woman's Clinic — Dr James Johnson
SUMTER
Charlie R Boyle. Jr.
John J Britton, Jr,
E M DuBose
A Friend of Clemson
A J Gaughf
Korn Industries, Inc
The National Bank of S C,
Dr John W Shaw
Leslie Tindal







Mrs John K Bentield, Jr
E M George
W Tim Grant
Mr & Mrs Jetfery T Haire
Martin B , Jr , M B & E F Hall




Col James Walker Clark









Mr & Mrs James T Faulkner, Jr
George Nolan Gardner, Sr
James Glenn
Mr & Mrs James L Lucas, Jr





Mr & Mrs Eddie W Seigler, III
Mr & Mrs S Michael Sherard
James B White
M Earle Williamson
Richard W Wislon Agency
AIKEN









George Funeral Home Inc.
Alan D Gregory
Elbert Hines Hamilton










Dr W G Watson
Charles T Watts






Mr W B Oswald
W. M. Terry. Jr.
J Arthur Williams





Anderson Orthopedic Clinic, P A
Fred H Anthony




Mr & Mrs John L Black, Jr
Ralph J & Betty J Boggs
Joel E Bonds, Jr
Dr Carroll W Bowie
Fred R Brewer
William R Bridges
Mr & Mrs George Brothers
Dr Arthur L Bruce
Herbert Bryant & Jim Cooley
Mr & Mrs Richard S Buchanan & Mr, &









Cambell & Darby Inc








Thomas W Glenn, III
Dr Joe B Godfrey
Farnum M Gray
Mr & Mrs Robert E Greene
Steve C Griffith, Jr
Charles R Harper, Jr
C Eugene Hill
Randolph D J Jackson
Charles N James
John S Jenkins, Jr
Clarence L Jones
Hardin Keitt
Edgar L Miller, Jr
Richard Newton Assoc , Inc
James M Perry
Hugh D Putnam, Sr,
Thomas A Ramsay
Thad Busby, Richard Roche & Tommy
Roche
Mr & Mrs Joe W Sellers
Dr, Fred G Shealy, Jr
John W Sherard
Dr, Bruce Allen Simmons
C Carl Smith
Mr & Mrs Mack C Stewart. Jr
W T Vick
Mr & Mrs Bob E Webb
Dr T G Westmoreland
Don V Whelchel








Mountain View Industries. Inc






Dr Leonard W Doualas
Tom W Dunaway, Jr
George H Durham, Jr
Dr & Mrs E P Ellis, Jr
Marshall A Fant & Marshall A Fant III
Financial Planning Asso
, Inc — Louis
Forrester
R Fred Fowler, Jr
Dr & Mrs Richard C Fox
Terry K & Patricia D Gettys
George L Graham
Mr & Mrs David H Greer
Danny Gregg
Dr Charles R Griffin
Robert C Griffin
Jack B Hafner
Mr & Mrs William F Harnesberger &
Michael & Andrea
Mr & Mrs Nardin Heard
Ralph & Hazel Hill
Neil Hodgens
Hometec Properties Inc
Dr C. B Hopkins
J. H. Hopkins
John D Hopkins. Jr
G. Michael Hornick
A Neal Hunnicutt






William P Kay. Sr
Donald P Kearns, Jr & Sloan Crayton
Lewis H Keeney
Dr David Kelley, P A
Margaret B King
Mr & Mrs Raymond A King
S, T. King
Ralph F King, Jr & Frank H Turner, Jr
Olm S & Betty Kirkpatrick
Mr & Mrs Charles D Lindley
Mr & Mrs James W Logan, Jr
Freddy C Maior




John D Medlock. Jr




Dr. Harold L Murray
0. K. Oglesby Jr
John H Owens. Jr
J Leonard Patterson
Steve Pearce
Dr Ralph K Peden
James E Pennell. M , P A
E E Herlong, Jr
Lewis W Hicks
Melvin L Kelly, Jr
W Bennett Kirkpatrick
Claud H Morrow, Calvin 8 Morrow
Dr Floyd L Parrish
J M Peek
William R Pursley, Jr
Jackson McCarter Quinn
Ben R Smith, Jr
G G Thomas, Sr , G G Thomas, Jr &
John L Neely
John N , Jr & J Norman Warren






Mr & Mrs Marion B Beason
John C Boesch, Jr






Christian Harward Furniture Co
Brenda & Tom Dukes
John Duncan
Tommy C Dykes





Robert A Gettys, Jr
Mr & Mrs Robert D Bagwell
R A Bowen, Jr
Jerry A Brannon
Billy L Ragsdale Sr
Mrs A R Ramseur
James C Reece
Larry D Reeves
Bill & Louise Reeves
James E Reeves Jr
J B Rhinehardt, Jr
Rhodes Development Co Inc
M J Richbourg
James R Rogers
Dr James M Ruff
Robert R Seawright
Mrs Ruth E Shaw
Daniel Matthew Shirley
Mr & Mrs James M Simpson
Allan P Sloan, Jr
Or Kenneth W Smith
Timothy R Spake
Walter Price Spires
Dr & Mrs T F Stanfield
Henry R Strickland
Rhame A Guyton Memorial











Wells Aluminum Southeast Inc
F S Werner
Mr & Mrs Rick Whatley








Charles (Sack) & Betty Bagley









Col, Francis M Zeigler Memorial —
of 1923
BARNWELL
Mr 8. Mrs Victor Bell
Hugh Birt
Robert H Birf




W M Manning. Ill
Frederick D, Mixon
A J & Nona Coleman
Howard Farmer. Jr
Manuel Fernandez








Joseph Wm Turner, Jr
Evans Holcombe
M Lamar Young











William J Jordan, Jr
C L Langston
James Roy Martin, III
Mr & Mrs H E McConnell, Jr




Mr & Mrs Kent Rigg
Mr E John Rosenwald. Jr
The Rust Engineering Company





Bob & Dot Sanders
Jimmy L Tarrance
BEAUFORT





Joyce & Dave Moorhead




Col Wade H Padgett, Jr
J Harry Tarrance




CDS Land Surveying & Forestry
Manuel Cohen
Robert H Dangerfield, Jr
Johnnie T Flynn
Paul S. Gaston
Goose Creek Veter Clinic
Landsco Inc
Eugene F Oliver
David D Page Sr
F M Peagler
W A (Bill) Russell
Rm M Singletary, Jr
G, L Stuckey
Luther & J Randy Trussell







Otis S Culclasure SHE Paulling
Keith Hane Fair
Dennis G, Haigler
Eldon V Haigler, Jr
Thomas S. Harmon. Jr
L C Kissam. Ill
Gary B Porth
J D Rast & Sons
James L Wannamaker Jr . Martha A















Photos by Ken Brown
HAPPY HOUR 5-7
BUFFET DINNER 7-9:30
DANCING TO LIVE BAND 8-12
keowee key
Route 2, Salem, SC 29676 M
14 Miles From Clemson, just beyond
Keowee -Toxaway Visitors Center
Special weekend offer for
every Clemson home game
$^QQQ Per couple
f %J includes:
• 2 nights in Captain's Walk Villas (Check in Friday-
Check out Sunday).
• Free breakfast Saturday and Sunday.
• Unlimited greens fees on championship
18-hole golf course.
• Limited accommodations.
• Call Brian Ford for Reservations (803)944-2151
Home of Clemson Tigers Golf Team— Invited to NCAA in 1980.
Open to public 7 days a week.
W M Cornwell
Robert A Darby, Jr






John L Gervais, Jr




Mark G Kearns & Tim Dangerfield
Dr Michael Alan Lake
Cecil Y & Jerry A Nunamaker
Thomas M Parker, Jr
Henry J Rasl. Jr









Or J Hertz Warren, Jr,
Franklin R Welch
Robert D Weldon
West Ashley Lumber Co Inc
Richard W Wheeler
Dr S M Witherspoon, Jr
CHEROKEE
Larry L Campbell







Mr & Mrs W Joe McArlhur









Joel W Collins Memorial
James B Colvin, Jr
Willis Cram
Ted G Cudd
Robert A Darby, Sr
John Porter Gaston, III
Mack D Gilreath, Jr
Mr & Mrs S Wayne Goodyear
Mrs S W Gough
Tyre & Eddie Lee
Robert W Moser
K Pressley & Mr & Mrs Kirk P
Pressley





Dr James C Thrailkill
Patrick K White
CLARENDON
Dr Clarence E Coker, Jr,
Marion E DuBose
Samuel E OuRant
Julius R Eadon, Jr & Julius R Eadon II
G H Furse, Jr










Mr & Mrs Paul L Beach
Mr & Mrs Jack W Carter, Sr
W H Drawdy




Strickland s Dixie Cleaners
C H Sweat
Edward J Werntz, Jr
West Ashley Lumber Co Inc — Horace D
Kinsey
West Ashley Lumber Co Inc — Joe L
Ritter
J Ryan White, Jr
Shady & Edna Young
DARLINGTON
Richard L Baird
Edwin Gay Bass Jr
Mr & Mrs Gary E Byrd, Jr
J W Carter
Ray Clanlon
Mrs Edward B Crawford
Martin S Driggers







Warren & Al Jeffords
W K Lewis, Jr
Peter L McCall, Jr
s James G McGee Jr











John Alford, David McLaurin, & Philip
Lucius
A E Carmichael, Jr
A C Cureton
Laurens W Floyd
L B Hardaway Jr
Mack Coy Jackson III







H Downs Byrd, Jr
William E Hall Jr




Dr 8, Mrs H Clyde Odom
Luther Bryant Shelley
R Allen Traylor, M D
Elias D Tupper, II, John M Tuppei &
George I Tupper, Jr
EDGEFIELD
Fiank Berry
Mr & Mrs Robert Calliham
Tommy Christie
John A Davis, Jr
Dr J S Garrison
Mr & Mrs J W Gilliam, Jr
Jack A Hamilton
Mr & Mrs Dan M Herlong
Frank W Herlong
Mrs Horace T Holmes
James C Holmes
Mary E Holmes
Lewis F Holmes, III
L D Holmes,Jr
Melvin E Patterson
G William Rauton Jr & Dr G William
Rauton, III
Catherine S Walsh
Vernon H Wates, Sr
Herbert 8 Yar borough
S Yonce, Jr
FAIRFIELD





Mr & Mrs Joseph E Mason




Milton H Anderson, Jr
Bob s Bar-B-Q Inc
Thomas D Birchmore
E T (Bud) & Kay Chandler
Ivan M Coleman
James R Coleman Jr & James R Coleman
L M Coleman, Jr
W Harry Conner
Michael A Craig & James M Avinger
Mr & Mrs R E Currin, III




Tommy M Folk. Jr
Munford G Fuller
Vance Gandy. Jr.
W N Ginn III
Howard F Godwin




















Mr & Mrs Marvin Slaughter
Alex Thompson
Edward D Tinsley III








J C Cauthen, Jr
Mr & Mrs J C Elliott







A R A Services, Inc
Thomas A Able, Jr
James L Allen
Steven Sutton Alley
AM Industrial Maint Inc
AM Security of Greenville
Architectural Products, Inc
Rick Bagwell
William S Baker, Jr
C P Ballenger, Jr
James Balloch
C B Barksdale, Jr








Thomas J Boone, Jr
James E Bostic
Mr & Mrs Bill Boyd
Mr & Mrs Walter G Brackin Jr
J Leighlon Brown
















Howard T & Carolyn G Chapman
Mr. & Mrs June H Cheek
Chemurgy Products Inc #1
Chemurgy Products #2
John M Chewning. Jr
Ml & Mrs C W Childers. Jr




Consolidated Lighting & Equipment Inc





James Telford Craig, Jr
John G Creech
William L Crosby
Mr & Mrs Richard A Cuilis
Colonel James E Darby
Ellis L Darby, Jr
D Steve Davis
Col Wm F David (Ret,)
W, Cantey Davis. Jr.
Dr 8, Mrs Perry B DeLoach
Delta Elec Supply Inc #2
James E Dill
Roy J Dill
Mr 8, Mrs Roy M Dill
I L Donkle. Jr
Stanley B Duffies. II
Dunagan Engineering Inc
Cary Durham
Edward F Durham. Jr





Ernest B Fleenor. Jr
Food-Tech Systems
David E & Mancy P Foster
James E Foster, Jr & E Cole Huckabee
Mr & Mrs T L Franks
Mr & Mrs James P Freeman
James M French Jr









Jack E Gilhland Jr & Stephen H Miller
Levis L Gilstrap





Greenville Floral Co , Inc
The Greenville News-Piedmont
Creighton D Griggs. Jr,
Dr Raymond Van Grubbs
John F Guest
John Philip Hall
Mr & Mrs Wm A Hamlett, Jr
Jack L Hannah
James W Hannah





James C Hawkins, Jr
Edward H Hembree
Mr 8r Mrs M Steve Hester
Maior L Higgins 8. Bill Merritt
Asa H Hill, Jr
John E Hinsdale
C W Hinfon
David T & Janet Hogsed
Mr & Mrs Bruce D Holcombe
Mr & Mrs Steve Holcombe
Holder Electric Supply, Inc
Frank Holland
James & Rhonda Holtzclaw






Interstate Piping Service, Inc
Richard H Ivester
Laurens I James
Mr 8. Mrs William R Jolly, Jr













R Ligon King, Jr
Richard King
Paul Kinnett. Jr,
Frank S Leake, Jr.
L G Lewis, Jr
Mr 8. Mrs Danny Litchfield
Terry L Long
Madden-Carman, Inc
Robert F Mahon, Jr
Gregory R Manuel
Jerry N Marsh Builders, Inc
Marshall 8. Williams Co
Roy C Martin
John T Mauldin
Charlie & Nancy Mauney
Ralph C May Jr





Charles E McDonald, Jr
McDonald s Corp of Greenville
Wayne McGaha
Brian C McGinnis
Dr James C Mensone
Alex Meyers
James D Miller
James T Miller, IV
Mr 8. Mrs R D Mitchell
Charles R Moon
Wallace Moon










Charlie S & Rebecca M Oliver
Robert W OsmenI
Jesse K OsterhoudI





Douglas F Patrick & Robert G Hopkins
Phillip Patrick
DeWitt & Judy Paderson
Mr «, Mrs Richard W Payne
William H Payne
Sam a Phillips, Sr
Piedmont Crescent Eng Mgt Co
Piedmont P & S C Inc , James W
Dodson, Jimmy Moore Carolyn Roll
William M Poe
Russell B Poole
Mr 8, Mrs A L Powell, Jr
Brooks R Prince, III
The Print Machine Inc
Proformance Group, Inc
H H Provence, Jr
William W Pruitt
Raymond E Pulman
Harold Rabhan — Zep MIg Co
Mr & Mrs L M Ragsdale
Marshall T Raines
Wm Timothy Raines
Mr & Mrs Bobby W Ramsey
Ken W Reed
Charles L Reid
Mrs Florence B Rice
Mr & Mrs Gary L Ricker
Stephen G Roberson 8, Laverne Cole
Mr & Mrs William A Robinson
David C Rogers
Mr & Mrs W H Rollins
Beniamin T Rook
E R Ropei






David R Schumpert, Jr
Joseph W 8r Beverly Scott
Joseph C Seaman
Leon A Sham — Leon Sham Co
Dr Donald W Shelley
Thomas Shiflet














Mrs R C Stevenson
Mr & Mrs E Randolph Stone
Mr & Mrs W A Stone. Jr
Heath L Strawn. Jr
The Sugar Creek Tigers
Calvin Summey — The Lumber Yard. Inc
F Marion Summey
James A Taylor
Terry & Jean-Mane Taylor & J Cooley
Altman. Jr
Teachey Mech Inc








Ronald W (Rosco) Timms
Gerald S Tompkins, Jr
J Harold Townes. Jr AIA
W C Tribble
J, Ray Truluck, Jr
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People have been
carrying the secret to
energyconservation around
in their pockets for years.
PHALANGES
IDEAL FOR PUSHING BUTTONS ON








THE FLEXIBILITY TO FLIP
LIGHT SWITCHES OFF AFTER READING
SEWING OR HOMEWORK.
PROVIDES EXCELLENT MOBILITY
FOR TURNING DIALS ON THERMO-










Vissage Auto Paris Co , Inc
Mr & Mrs Vernon D Wade
Mr & Mrs William L Wallace
Johnnie J Walters
Mr & Mrs Gary J Watkins
Mr & Mrs David E Watson
Reed Watson
Paul W Webb
John & Donna Wharton
Knox Wherry
Clyde H White
Mr & Mrs Daniel B White
White 8. Murray CPA s
Dr C G White, Jr
H B Whitmire
Connie. Edward & Crystal Wilhoit
Smiley Broadus Williams
D D Williams, Jr
WillsonRigginsLandscape, inc —
& Linda
Robert M & Mary S Wilson
Sydney S Elaine Wilson
Wisconsin Wires, Inc
Charles C Withington, Jr
John D Wood








George T Abrams, Jr & Larry Traynham
Virginia G Ackerman
Mrs Wm Thomas Anderson
Anderson Enterprises, Inc
Herbert Anderson Jr Const , Inc
Mr & Mrs Ronnie H Barnes & Miss Julia KERSHAW
Gregory








Robert L Crawford Jr
Mr & Mrs George L Crout
Dicker! s Moving & Storage





Gilliland-Bell Assocs , Inc
Coy Jefferson Gray
Dr & Mrs Charles L Hall
Mr & Mrs Clement C Hall
James L Hammer, Jr
Leo H Hancock
John B Harris, Jr
Charles H Herndon, III
Mr & Mrs Donald R Hill




Mr & Mrs George L Johnson, Jr
Arnold Lynn Jones
Charles E Key









Larry U Clark & T Dean Feaster
S F Crews, Jr
Walton Albert (Al) Crosby
Mr & Mrs Charlie Drawdy
Harry L Foy, Jr
Douglas F Gooding
Hampton Gas Co , Inc
George J Knight
Winston A Lawton, Jr
Gerald Ulmer, Jr
William S Ware Sr & Barbara J Ware
HORRY
William D AvanI Jr
James W Barnette, Jr
Bob Bible Pontiac-Buick-GMC, Inc
William H J Brown
Harry Wm Clanton, Jr
C Crenshaw
J H Derham
W C (Ted) Dozier
Willson Willis J Duncan
J Q Gerrald
Harvey Graham, Jr










H E Pearce, Jr
E W Prince, Jr




Mr & Mrs A Ben Todd
R S Winfield
Lester P Branham, Sr
Martin Drawdy
Cleatus Godwin
Mr 8, Mrs Richard B














Frank & Ann Ferguson
Mr & Mrs Don M Hendricks
Cecil E Horton
Kirk Auto Sales
Lancaster County Clemson Club
Marion D Lever, Jr




Dr Richard Yeadon Wescoat
William K Williams, M D
Mr & Mrs Gerald B
Dr Ted Morris, Jr








Dr Jack C Scurry
R B Scurry, III
Joe H Seal
Edward K Snead, Jr
Stockman Oil Two, Inc
W R Swearingen




























Mrs Wilma Seward & Larry Seward
Jim L Simpson
J R Swetenburg. Jr
Tee Thompson
Mrs James T Townsend
Richard T Townsend
Dr N C Wessinger
Mr & Mrs Eddie W Wilson
LEE
W Ray Alexander, Jr






Warden J McKenzie Memorial
C B Player Memorial, Player Jr & C I
Player III
LEXINGTON










John L Caudle, II
D H Caughman
E M Caughman






Mr & Mrs Milton H Densman
Bland M Derrick
Lucius B Fetner
Dr Talmage R Frick, Jr,
Dr John L Frierson
Gardner Wrecker Service
Earl & Sandra E Glasscock
Hubert P Haas
William M Hamilton






Mr & Mrs Leiand A Jackson
Mr & Mrs R Kit Jackson, III
W D Jones & Ttiomas Jones
Mr & Mrs Earle Kyzer 8, Steve 8. Robin
Ms Mickey Lindler
Mr & Mrs J B Littleiohn
Harold P Lorick, Jr
Mr 8, Mrs Tyrone McCarty
Robert D McCraw
Dr Richard L McDaniel
John C Meetze
Buren M Mitchell
W L Moots, Jr
Randy & Dot Moon









Mr 8. Mrs Clyde M Rauch, Sr 8. Sons
Hampton Redmond
Henry E Hank Reynolds, Sr
Carroll Richardson
James H Rozier, Jr
M D Rucker
Glen Scott
Mrs James R Sease
G Lanier Shealy
Heyward D, Shealy
Mr & Mrs John E Shealy
John W Slyce
Mr 8. Mrs William E Smith, Jr
Harry Lee Swygert







Mr 8. Mrs Kit W Wilson
John D Winburn, Jr
Jake Zeigler
MARION
Edgar P T Dozier
Lacy Edwards, Jr
G 8, H Building Co
John H Holt
Bryan Higgins Memorial Horry County
E H Jones
K McKenzie




























Dr C B Lowman














Powell E Way, Jr
Fred Weir, Jr
James P & Frances Wicker
Dr James R Williams





Dr F B Adams, Jr
Dr Harold B Bell
Dr Don H BlodgeH
Edward & Susan Booker










Robert L 8. Debbie DuBose
Frady's Service, Inc
Donald L & Rae Ann Ham
Robert W Higby
Louis C Holleman
Dr Wm S Holliday









Lane E Mays, M D
William T McClure, Jr
McDonald's of Clemson
Bill McLees
John W Morrah, III
Arthur Nultall, Jr
Garry C (Flip) Phillips
Phillips & Sons
Mr 8, Mrs Waller B Purcell
Ed Randall
Bob & Fredda Reeves
Dr Don A Richardson
Melissa 8, Dewey Rochester
Mr 8. Mrs Lowell W Ross
Mr & Mrs Chauncey D Smith, Jr
Willis Spivey
Miss Susan R Stroup
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co
William E West
Max & Valeria Wigington
Mr 8. Mrs Thomas Wolfe
Mr & Mrs E P Wright
ORANGEBURG
A Norman Avinger, Jr




Robin & Robert Bickley
Clarence Bonnette
James E Boswell
John R 8i Jerry F Carlisle
Robert H Cauthen
John H Cope Jr
W 2 Dantzler & Son
Marvin H Davis
Dr W F Dukes
W W Dukes, Jr
Julian H Fair III, D M D
C Farnum
L Kenneth Folse, Jr
Or Henry F Frierson
Maynard Funchess
Garrick Brothers Farms, Inc






Mr 8r Mrs Mike Lipscomb
Edgar C McGee
H A McGee, Jr
Harry M Mims, Jr 8. George Hill
Dr Drayton L Nance, Jr
Frankie A Cam
Mr & Mrs D C Osterhoudt
Coker N Price
Barney M Rasl
T Brant Reeves, Jr
Dr J W Rheney, Jr
Dana Rickards
Ernest B Rogers, Jr
Santee Portland Cement Corp
James S Ulmer
J C Ulmer, Jr,




Russell S Wolfe, II
Henry G Young, Jr
John T Zeigler, Jr
PICKENS





Mr & Mrs William J Barnett
Robert L Bishop
Harold Blackston
Dr Lloyd H Blanton
R Douglas Boggs





Bob & Susan Brown
M H Bruner
Jerry R Byrd
James C Campbell, Jr
Mr 8. Mrs Roy J Campbell, Jr.
Mrs June S Carroll
Lewis F Cato
Dr Terence M Clark
Clemson Decorating Center
Dr James L Cobb. Jr
Mr & Mrs Joseph B Cocke
Mr & Mrs John A Connell
Dr 8, Mrs W Owens Corder
Redmond Coyle & Nicholas Fletcher, III
Mr 8. Mrs R Allison Oalton
Cecil C Davis
Directions, Inc
Mr & Mrs Fred H Duncan
Barry S Durham
Dr James F Dusenberry. Jr
Dr Val S Dyches. Jr
Mr 8. Mrs Gary Ellenburg
Dr William M Epps
Luther J Fields




William C Fortner. Jr





Mr & Mrs Norman S Garrison
Roy & Ins Gammill
Roddy E Gettys, III
Steven C 8. Ruth Gibert
Mr 8. Mrs Joel L Gillespie
Albert H & Pamela Gossett
Steve F & Deborah K Gravely




Robert M 81 Frank Guerrerl
Donald H Hamilton
Jerry L 8. Mary S Harvey




Mr 8i Mrs Lamar Hunnicutt
Mr 8. Mrs Gene Price
Daniel E Hunt
Roger and Olin Insley
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Mr 8. Mrs Eugene S Irwin
Or J H Jameson
Roy L Johnson
H E Jones. Jr
Kay's Shop
Or G Ansel King, Jr & Charles Ellenburg
Ralph Kirk
Ronnie Lackey
Mr & Mrs John N Landreth, Jr
Lesley Construction Co , Inc
William D Lowery
Dr J J Lynn
Hershel M Maddox
James R Mahanes, MO





Miss Eunice A Moore
L H Moore




S N Oliver. Jr
Keith W & Georgia W Ormand
Daniel F Parker
Dr & Mrs Thomas H Parry
Oonnie G Patterson
Mr & Mrs Paul E Perkins
L E Pollard
Charlie K Poole & John R Poole Jr
W Jack Ragsdale
William J Ragsdale, Jr
Jimmy R Randall
Cantey M Richardson
Mr & Mrs John C Richardson
R R Ritchie
Mr 8, Mrs D S Roberts
Robert W Robinson Jr
John E Ross & Dr John E Ross. Ill
Calvin P Schmidt
Mr and Mrs Harold E Seymore
Mr 8, Mrs Russell Shealy
Shealy. Smith 8, Welborn, P A
Sam W Sherifl
David E Simons, Jr
Lee R Sims, Jr
Jimmy D Smith
Smith's Heating 8, Air Cond . Inc
Brett Southerland & Tim Gossett
Mr & Mrs Mendel H Stewart
James D Stewart, III
Robert C Stewart, Jr
Lawrence E Stroud
Paul M Talley
The C&S National Bank
Lt Col Ralph H Thompson
Mr & Mrs Gerald S Tripp
K N Vickery
Dr John M Wannamaker
Mr & Mrs Wm S Ware. Jr




J A White Memorial
Mr & Mrs Bobby R Youngblood
RICHLAND
W M Albergotti, Jr
Thomas Ray Archibald, Jr
J R Atkinson. Jr
Tom Baldwin
Richard S Balentine
Mr & Mrs Sims T Ballew & Walton G,
Snow
Mr & Mrs D W Baxter
AAA Building Maintenance. Inc.
Bobby Blair'
Frank M Boggs
Mr 8, Mrs J Dennis Bolt
Charles H. Boozer
H G Boylston. Jr
Robert L Brennan




Dr W Lynn Campbell
Dr Wayne Carlee
W T Cassels. Jr
George W Caughman, Jr
J E Coggins
L W Conder. Jr
Charles W Cooper
Thomas G Cooper, M D
Albert G Courie, Jr
Charles E , Charles F & Tommy E Cousins
J Lewis Cromer — Atty
Mr 8, Mrs Fred E Culvern, Jr
J R Daniel
Mrs W B DePass, Sr
William T Derieux
J C Dreher, III
Glenn W Dukes
Francis S Dunn
Joe W Dunn, Jr
Thomas L Durgin
Dr Ray Elam
Mrs George W Eleazer, Jr
Dr George H Fann
Lewis W Felkel. Jr
Dr Larry Frick
F Simons Hane. M D
J C Harden
Dr Rudolph C Harrington. Jr
Col George 8 Herndon
Charles E Hill
Carl Hinnant
Mr & Mrs Tally Hood. Jr
William McArthur Hughes
Intrachem Recruiters




Dr B Paul Kellett
Charles T Kirkley
Ms Georgana L Lackey
H L Lackey
Gary J Matthews 8i Newell Crawford. Jr
George G Matthews. Jr
George G Matthews Sr
W I May
Walter B McKinney
Timothy P McLellan & Billy Fellers
Eddie H Mellette




Dr Henry W Moore
Austin T Moore, Jr
Jeffrey A O'Cain
Mr 8. Mrs Jesse E Dates. Jr
Mrs Eugene R Patterson
S N Pearman
Piedmont Printmakers 8. Sup Corp —




Mr & Mrs Henry Y Riley
John C Riley, Sr
Bob Robinson
Lee J Robinson
David W & Davida J Roof
Donald L Rozier
Sadler 8r Company. Inc
Marion F Sadler, Jr
Crawford E Sanders, III
Jim Satterfield
Jimmy R Sellers
Col A L Sheider, Jr
Pelham W Simmons
Gerald H Smith
John B Smith, Jr





C W Swygert, III
Dr Joseph W Taber, Jr
Dr Thomas W Talbert
William B Tarrant
Paul E Thacker
Col A J Tothacer 8, Jay Tothacer
Mr & Mrs Wm E Twilley, Jr






Ltc (Ret ) & Mrs W A Williams
James K Wilson
Benjamin C Wright















W W Steadman. Jr
Shelly & Rickey Temples
Wheeler Tire Service
Kenneth Yarbrough
James L Yow. Jr
SPARTANBURG
Mr & Mrs Bill Alexander
William A Alexander
R L Alexander. Jr









Dr & Mrs Eugene M Busch









Troy H Cribb & Sons, Inc
Claude, David 8. Bobby Culbreth
James C Curry
Mr 8. Mrs Paul Ray Dobson
Mrs William P Dobson
L Russell Easier, Jr
Economy Cars Limited — Ben Giles
W Gerald Emory











Thomas T Grigg. Jr
Richard K "Dick " Hall
Mr 8. Mrs Wilbur K Hammett
Darcy D Harris. Jr
Robert T Haselden. Jr
Walter L. Hays. Ill







Mr & Mrs Terry A Hunt
Dan C ivey
Fred W Johnson
Bob 8, Darren Kimbrell
William H Knight
Frank W Lee. Jr
Mr 8, Mrs J E Lineberry
W L Lyies. Jr
Lyman Oil Co
Col Edward R Maddox
W M Manning. Jr
Dr & Mrs Richard C Mathis
Mr & Mrs Samuel H Maw, Jr
McDonald's of Spartanburg




Mr 8. Mrs W Charles O'Cain
George R O'Cain. Jr 8, F M Foster. Ill
Arthur O'Shields

































Mr & Mrs Allen White
Dr Larry B White
Paul A Wilson
Ted Wilson & Wm D, West
George S Wyant
SUMTER
A D Jr & Joe Allbritton
Carolina Coca-Cola Bottling Co
Karl B Chandler
Mr 8. Mrs Harold Chandler, III




Dr Wilson Greene, Jr
D Harvin
Milton L House
E B Hubbard, Jr
John W James





Demosthenes & McCreight AIA
John A Riley. David Strange & Ricky
Weathersbee
C Rembert Skinner









Mr & Mrs David H Brown
Wendell Brown. Atty
J M Connor
Dr W C Cottingham
R Cleo Fennell
Earl Floyd
Fred P Guerry. Jr
W W Holliday. Jr.
T E Huggins. Jr
James M Kennedy




George 8c Nancy Anderson
Mr & Mrs David E Angel
Frank S Barnes. Jr
Campbell Barnett 8r Newton Adams
Mr & Mrs Joe W Barnett





















Dr. Richard P Hughes
William T Jackson
Jeffords-Whiteaker
C C Jenkins. Jr
Jim & Judy Je.ume
F D . R M 8, W P Johnson
J Ed Kellett
John A 8. Carolyn B Lesslie
Dr John Monroe Little. Jr
John N (Nickey) McCarter. Jr
Stephen S McCrorey
Samuel E McCullough
C E Ted " Melton
MTS Industries Inc
The Original Barn. Inc
Harry Beniamin Partlow. Jr








Harry H Williams. Jr
C A Wingate
R W (Bill) Young
NORTH CAROLINA
Brenton Hugh Abbott
Academy Steel Drum Co
Tom C Anderson. Ill
Richard P Black




Dr D William Brosnan III
Jackie W Calvert
Wilson C Childers, III
Francis I Clarke
Roland L & Lynns Connelly
John W Cooper
Dr Gfiarles Davant, Jr
Mack W & Dean J Davenport
Mr 8, Mrs Robed L Dobson
Roben W Dozier
Dr & Mrs Samuel T Drake
Col J L Edmonds
William H Elam






Lucius Millard Hair Jr









George A Hutto, Jr
S W Jackson, Jr
Albert B Johnson
Mr & Mrs Winston Kallam
Jeft Kane








Tom R Morris, Jr





Dr Robed F Poole, Jr
William C Powell, Sr
Paul D Quinn Jr
C Jetl Reece, Jr
Charles H Reed, Jr
Charles Lamar Roediger, Jr





















Mrs Carmen H Winburn
Jesse E Wright, III
GEORGIA




Dr M D Alexander Jr
Barnett Alexander Allgood, III
Robed H Bailey DDS
Mr and Mrs Earl Barker
James A Black
Whit Blackmon
Mr & Mrs Carl Bryan
C & K Machine Die, Inc,
Robert A Calhoun, Jr
John L Campbell
M M Cone
Ben G Crosland, Jr








Mr & Mrs PA Gantt
F Scott Hardigree





James M Hunt, FAIA
Phil Jackson














J H Powell & Keith Powell




Mr & Mrs John K Sturman







George & t^ancy Bennett




Mr & Mrs Robert Cantrell
Loyd B Chapman
Howard L Clark, Jr







Mr & Mrs Charles Ferguson
T D Fulmer, Jr











Mr & Mrs Bob Mayberry
Dr & Mrs R L Mecklenburg
J A Milling














Herbed J Thomas, Jr









DR PEPPER OF GREENVILLE
p. O. BOX 5247
STATION B





R. L, (BOB) FLANAGAN
MANAGER





Serving the southeastern commercial-industrial-institutional mar-
kets since 1949 with quality construction, on time and at a reasonable
cost. Let us help you build your future! We are large enough to know
best, but small enough to care!
Williamston, S. C. 847-7309 Greenville, S. C. 242-9113
Authorized Builder of:
Inryco
an Inland Steel company
GO CLEMS^^N!
For Your Building Needs in the
Tri-County Area. See. .
.
Central Concrete & Plaster, Inc.













We Pour — We Install













In football a fumble can be
The Same Is True In Alrcondltloning.





We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel,
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration,
thermoAkinetics
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems— Don't Drop the Ball-
Call on the professionals.
Creating the ideal environment























The Nation's Top 10
Clemson enjoyed its most successful
year ever in 1979-80, and, according to
the following chart, it was one of the most
successful seasons m the nation. The
Tigers had the third best all-around
sports year in the country according to
the national survey conducted by the
Knoxville Journal.
The rating system is based on Top 20
rankings m polls or NCAA tournament
finishes, Clemson could have scored
even more points in the poll had the bas-
ketball rankings been based on the
NCAA tournament, an event in which the
Tigers reached the final eight. Clemson
could have gained 15 more points had
fencing been included in the poll.
The bottom line tells us that the Tigers
are very close to having the finest all-
around sports program in the nation. The
Tigers' excellent staff of head coaches is
a prime reason for this rise to a spot























TO6 LL CO CD H H m H
Southern California 19 15 17 18 13 82
UCLA 6 19 17 19 141 2 81
Clemson 19 7 141 2 1 3' 2 62V2
Texas 9 19 12 2 8V2 10 6OV2
California 20 19 18 57
Oklahoma State 19 10 20 5 54
Florida State 15 18 7 13V2 53y2
Indiana 13 2 15 1
1
12 '/2 531/2
Oregon 19 10 141 2 43V2
Brigham Young 8 7 9 19 43
Twenty points are awarded for first place
.









QUANTITY ft ^^^"h^ l%l^k
ORDER "^OR"^
Make Check or money order payable to: Add 4% S. C. Sales Tax to all
Clemson Universrty Canteen Giftshop shipments plus $1 75 to cover
postage and handling. For three




#1— Embroidered stick on Tiger
Paw, 2 per card $1 29
#2—Embroidered stick on Tiger. 2
per card $1.29
#3A— Adult T-Stiirt, Navy or Orange
with Tiger Paw Sizes S, M. L.
XL $$4 98
#3B—Youth T-Shirt, Navy or Orange
witti Tiger Paw Sizes S (6-8). IVl
(10-12), L (14-16) $4 29
#4—Decal Assortment . $150
#5A— Adult T-Shirt, Orange or Navy
with multi-color CLEIVISONS Sizes
S, IVI, L, XL $5 49
#5B—Youth T-Shirt, Orange or Navy
with multi-cotor CLEI\/ISONS Sizes
S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $$4 98
#6—Clemson Ties, Navy or Orange,
with multi-Tiger Paws , , $7 50
#7—Tiger Paw Ear Rings $7 00
#8—Tiger Paw Stick Pin $5 00
#9—Tiger Paw Necklace . $6 00
# 1 0—^sortment of eight Tiger Paw
Decals, Sizes (4) 1 V2", (2)2V2", (1)






length Orange night shirt with Tiger
emblem. Sizes S. M, L, XL $6 49
#14—PAW TAGS, White license
plate with Orange Paw . $1 89
#15A— Adult three button placket
baseball style shirt, natural with
Orange sleeves Sizes S, M, L.
XL $6 49
# 1 5B—Youth same as atxjve Sizes
S (6-8), M (10-12). L (14-16) $5 98
#16—Orange and White scarf to
match stocking cap listed be-
low $5 98
# 1 7—CLEMSON Orange and White
slocking cap One size fits all $3 79
#18—Adult cotton and polyester
gym shorts in White navy trim or
Orange white tnm Sizes XS (24-
26), S (28-30), M (32-34), L (36-38),
XL (40-42) $4 98
#19A— Adult Orange overalls with
paw emblem on pocket W 28, 29,
30. 32, 34, 36, L 34 $21 98
#19B—Youth Orange overalls with
Paw emblem on pocket Sizes 8,
10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 $16 98
# 1 90—Child's Orange overalls with
Paw emblem on pocket Sizes 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 $13 98
#20—Adult T-Shirt. Orange or Navy
with CLEMSON, Sizes S, M, L,
XL $4 98
#21 —Orange, White or Navy Jersey
Knit golf shirt Sizes S, M. L . XL,
50% cotton, 50% polyester $14 98
#22— Adult cotton and polyester
gym shorts in Navy or Orange
Sizes XS (24-26). S (28-30), M
(32-34), L (36-38), XL (40-
42) $5.29
#23— Navy or White pullover
hooded sweat shirt Sizes S, M, L,
XL $14 98
#24A—Orange or White golf or ten-
nis shirt with embroidered Tiger
Paw Sizes S, M, L, XL, 50% cotton,
50% polyester $1 1 98
#24B—Above Item available in
XXL $12 98
#240—White Youth Golf or Tennis
shirt with embroidered Tiger Paw,
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $998
#25—White with Orange trim swea-
ter shirt, 100% acrylic SizeS,M,L,
XL $1898
#26— Adult Orange or Navy knit gym
shons Sizes XS (24-26), M (32-
34), L (36-38), XL (40-42) $6 49
#27—Adult Orange zip up hooded
sweat shirt. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $1598
#28A—Adult Navy unlined jacket
Sizes S, M, L, XL $11 98
#288— Flannel lined lacket $17 98
#28C—Pile lined jacket . . $23.95
#28D—Youth Navy unlined jacket
Sizes S (6-8). M (10-12), L (14-
16) $10.98
#29A—Adult Orange unlined jacket
Sizes S, M, L. XL $1198
#29B—nannel lined jacket $17 98
#29C—Pile lined jacket . . $24 98
#29D—Youth Orange unlined jac-
ket Sizes S (6-8). M (10-12), L
(14-16) $1098
#30A—Adult Orange or Navy Tiger
Paw sweat shirt. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $849
#30B—Youth Orange or Navy Tiger
Paw sweat shirt. Sizes XS (2-4), S
(6-8), M (10-12). L (14-16) $7 49
#31 —Orange and White super stripe
golf cap, adjustable One size fits
all $4 95
#32—Clemson Pennants with Paw
or Tiger, 6x15 $2.19
9 X 24 $3.25
12 X 30 $4.25
#33—Orange Pillow with White
Tiger Paw, 14x14 $6 49
Onr Deep Appreciation
Dick Mason
Dick Mason Ford, Inc.
Newberry
To the automobile dealers shown and
listed on this page who have donated cars
to the Clemson Athletic Department tor use












































































""With many years of serving us,
the Farm Credit System has certainly
become well grounded in farm needs
and requirements. What I like about
dealing with their officers is that they
have a farm background and understand
what's happening on the farm. They
understand what our needs are and give
us expert financial assistance."
All of agricultures financial needs can be met best bv the Farm Credit System. Prcxluction
Credit Associations, Federal Land Bank Associations, and Farm Credit Services all know that...
Agriculture deservesthe credit.
Short and Long-Term Joint Land Bank
intermediate-term Farm Credit and
Farm Credit PCA services
...and the tigers deserve our support!
Trainers
Front Row (left to right): Martine Hermes, Patti Barrett, Tony Blackwell, Debbie
Culbertson, Judy Riley, Robin Greene, Kathy Kinder. Back Row (left to rigfit):
Stephanie Brake, Jay Bennett, Greg Craig, Vann Yates, Mark Abell, Chuck
Voyles, Greg Long, Chip Winchester, Joe Franks, Bob Easley.
Managers
standing (left to rigtit): Jimmy Seay, Ricky
Steen, Jeff Wright, Alan Wertz, Eric Rivers,
Ben Massingill. Seated (left to right): Steve












3 Stores Under 1 Roof
Mens • Womens • Childrens
Thousands of pairs in your Favorite Brands . . . all at
Lower Prices! Have fun and relax while our friendly
and courteous sales staff helps you save money.
We have all sizes, all colors, styles, and heel
heights ...
The largest selection of Famous Brands in the East.
Also see our large selection of handbags.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
27 N. Lexington Ave.
Downtown Asheviiie






DINGO • BASS • DEXTER
NATURALIZER • ADORES
SELBY • JOYCE • REVEU\TIONS





NIKE • KID POWER
STRIDE RITE • RED GOOSE
JUMPING JACKS
and More!




Greenville, S C. ANOTHERTYPICAL
POINSETT JOB.
Poinsett Construction Company specializes in commercial
and industrial construction assignments for clients in
the Carolinas, Georgia and Tennessee.
The building shown here is one of the thirty projects we
completed during 1979-80. It is also our fifth assignment
from Community Bank.
In addition to our conventional construction services, we
are also an authorized dealer ^
for Pascoe pre-engineered pascoei^
building systems. vuyT>yo«,ir^o€^/i:oe«
poinsett construction co., inc.
P O. BOX 8838, GREENVILLE, S C 29604 (803) 299-1050
P.O. BOX 10946, CHARLESTON, S.C. 2941 1 (803) 747-5295
One of the best football games
Clemson has ever played was the
1958 North Carolina game. This
game was the first game played in
our stadium after it had been en-
larged to 40,000 and coached by
my good friend Jim Tatum.
This particular day the tempera-
ture was extremely hot being
around 93° and in Death Valley,
this meant the temperature was
around 110°. In 1958 we were
using the two-team system which
means that I was playing two
teams about eight and seven min-
utes each quarter. We did not
have the offensive and defensive
teams at that time.
During the game Jim Payne
blocked a North Carolina quick
kick and Jim Padgett picked the
ball up and ran twenty to twenty-
five yards for a touchdown. This
more or less convinced me that
we could not quick kick very effec-
tively from the "T" formation, but
we had gotten a good deal of
mileage from our quick kick when
we were using our single-wing
back.
At one time during the game I
had my second team playing dur-
ing the fourth quarter and they had
carried the ball just over 1 00 yards
due to the fact that they had two
15-yard penalties called on them
and they made up the yardage
each time. I went out onto the field
and it seemed to me that the heat
had just taken almost everything
out of them so I decided to replace
them with my first team.
When the first team was warm-
ing up the fans gave me a few
boos but I figured I knew more
about football than most people in
the stands. I then called the first
team around me and told them I
didn't know whether the fans were
booing me or the boys. I made the
substitution anyway. On the first
play the first team was in, Rudy
Hayes made a good run and we
finally scored. The final score was
Clemson 26 - North Carolina 21
and this was the 100th win that
Frank Howard claimed his lOOtli win at Clemson against North Carolina in 1958.
Clemson had claimed since I be-
came the Head Football Coach.
After the game I went across the
field to congratulate Coach Jim
Tatum and at the same time some
inebriated Clemson fan had
Tatum collared. He told Tatum
that he didn't like him and was
going to beat the hell out of him. I
got the inebriated fellow and told
him that Tatum was a good friend
of mine and that he had put about
V2 of the 40,000 fans in the stands
and that if he was going to whip
Tatum he had to whip me first.
Tatum turned to me and said,
"Frank, I knew you liked me, but I
didn't know you loved me that
much."
We had a good team in 1958
and later played in the Sugar
Bowl. Before the game Jim Tatum
called us in New Orleans and
talked with everyone of my boys
long distance from Chapel Hill,
N. C. urging them to do everything
they possibly could to beat LSU.
We had real good players in
1958 and I will always remember
the fine play of the Olson boys,
Cordelone, Payne, Padgett, Mas-
neri. White, Shingler, Usry, Math-
is, Home, Quesenbury, Hayes,
Cline, Dukes, Synder, Thomas,
McCanless, Smith, Lynn, Cox,
Jager, Bowich and Rogers.
GROUP — HEALTH — LIFE
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE SPECIALIST
SAM J. GRAIN & CO., INC
225 W. STONE AVE. — P. O. BOX 2563
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29602
TELEPHONE 803-242-4071
SAM J. GRAIN GREENVILLE, S. C.
President Off. 803-242-4071
Insulation Contractors • Distributors • Engineers
CORPORATION










WRITE: Professor of Aerospace Studies
AFROTC Det. 770
Clemson University
Clemson, S. C. 29631
ROTC






2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
( P. O BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
TEXTILE HALL CORPORATION
A non-profit, self supporting organization serving the textile industry since 1915.
Owns and operates an 1 1 -acre exhibit complex on a 50-acre site. Free Parking for
3,500 cars.
VISIT OUR EVENTS
Textile Hall is producer and sponsor or co-sponsor of:
International Textile Machinery Shows
Holiday Fair (December 5 & 6, 1980)
The Boat Show (February 26-March 1, 1981)
The Business Equipment, Supplies and Services Exposition
(September 15-17, 1981)
The Fiber Producer Conference
RENT OUR FACILITIES
Auditorium area seats 2,000 for meetings, 1,500 for catered dinners














Ample areas for exhibitions
P. O. Box 5823, Exposition Avenue, Greenville, SC 29606
Tel. 803-2562 Telex 57-0397
Western Sizzlin Steak House
TRY OUR NEW 40-ITEM SALAD BAR!
U.S.D.A. CHOICE STEAKS CUT FRESH DAILY ^
OTHER SPECIALS EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
CARRY OUT WELCOME
VISA'
2916 N. Main St. 225-1238
Open 7 Days
Mon.-Thurs. 11 am-10 pm FrI. & Sat. 11 am-11 pm
Sun. 11 am-10:30 pm
Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by Coach Danny
Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips. Consult local listings for times.
WFBC-TV • WCIV-TV • WBTW-TV • WRDW-TV • WOLO-TV
GREENVILLE CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA
PHILLIPS OFFERS:
• ENGINEERED TEXTILE PRODUCTS
Warp Tying Accessories
Warp Tying Equipment and Parts
Mats and Matting
Machinery Mounting Pads & other type felts
Race Plate Coverings
• Stop Motion Indicator Lights for Sulzer Weaving
Machines
• MACHINERY INSTALLATION &
REBUILDING
• Specializing in installing, rebuilding and style
changing on all types of Textile Machinery
• WARP TYING SPECIALISTS
• Provide on-the-job training, machine repair and





TEXTILE MARKETING CO., INC.
2120 Grove Road; P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350 or 295-3145
PHILCHEM offers a complete line of warp sizes for spun
yarns of natural fibers, synthetic fibers and blends of natural
and synthetic fibers. This includes the basic film formers and
chemical additives used with basic formulas.
PHILCHEM offers warp sizes for all continuous filament
yarns. This includes sizes for both flat and textured polyester
yarns.
With a complete line of sizing materials, PhilChcm stands
ready to serve the needs of the Textile Industry.
ATME-l-1980 Weaving / Knitting





the pioneer in Specialized Textile Personnel Consulting, now is one
of the leaders in Executive Search.
PERSONNEL CONSULTING
General Management and Manufacturing Management, Engineer-
ing, Administration, Data Processing, Financial and Accounting
Management for the Textile, Chemical, Fiber, Rubber, Pulp, Paper,
Energy, Packaging and Metal Industries.
EXECUTIVE SEARCH
At PHILLIPS, we conduct executive search assignments in Textiles,
Chemicals, Plastics, Packaging, Food and Beverage, Pharmaceuti-
cals, Banking, Pulp and Paper. Locating key management in
$25,000 to $200,000 salary ranges.
We will be pleased to provide references and welcome your inquiry.
ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING
Assisting large and small companies in evaluating personnel needs.
PHILCHEM. INC.














Many people think of a temporary service only in terms of finding a
replacement for an absent secretary.
Naturally Norrell can help you in these areas. But what we do
doesn't stop here. Take a look at the list below and get a better idea
of job categories we can fill.
And even if you don't see what you're looking for. give us a call









































































First Row: Terri Archilla, Miriam Simmons, Shelia Thompson, Robin Wicker, Vanessa DuBerry, Jennifer Brown,
Christine Lewis, Connie Pope, Carol King, Jill Williams, Bonnie Bennett, Karen Lawing, Sharon Payne, Judy
Hoyt, Sheryl Pitts, Pam Mason, Wakenda Gresham. Second Row: Donna Shivers, Celeste Maher, Angle Bove,
Jenny Lowrance, Reeves Allen, Viola Lee, Kim McCollum, Joyce Baugh, Cindy Beam, Dixie Inabinet, Joanne
Lazowski, Barbara Mercier, Debbie Pace, Renee Wicker, Laura Shanabarger, Charlene Clayton, Emily Reeves.
Third Row: Dee Humphrey, Beverly Glenn, Pam Bussey, Anna Jew, Joan Wicker, Kim Beach, Angle Livingston,
Pam Verdery, Gretchen Becker, Kathleen Spurney, Terri Headen, Lisa Starling, Margo Wood, Carmen Walker,
Lee Garrison, Caria Washington, Sally Stall. Fourth Row: Debra Capers, Jennifer Nichols, Laura Flood, Paula
Patterson, Joni Gardner, Joycelyn Hariston, Jane Ashecraft, Terri Owen, Laura McGinnis, Deborah Rivers,
Janet Barber, Michelle Green.
AUTO & TRUCK
PARTS INC.
TRUCK & FOREIGN CAR PARTS CAR PARTS
Hwy. No. 1 — Schultz Hill 329 Sand Bar Ferry Road









a Place to Call His Own
You or your tiger can use this custom
crafted redwood wall plaque to decorate
the wall of an office, den or other special
place. Each plaque is approximately IW
X 26" wide X Vi" deep and is crafted from
the finest heart redwood, sandblasted,
stained and painted by the same
craftsman that daily make some of the
most exciting new environmental signage
on the eastern seaboard.
Each plaque has a stained walnut back-
ground with border and letters in beige
with our famous tigerpow in Clemson
orange.
These plaques moke excellent gifts for
special days or as a pleasant surprise for
any Clemson fan.
Because these plaques are handcrafted
after we receive your order, please allow
2-3 weeks for delivery.
Interior and Exterior signs custom de-
signed for your special needs or hobbies.
Personalized tiger wood graphic desk
name plate. Write for information con-
cerning our custom designed work.
Please send me Clemson "Tiger's Den" wall
plaque(s). I have enclosed my check or money order for
$37.50 (plus SI .00 postage and handling and 4% S.C. Sales




Moke checks payable by mail to:
Sun Graphics
PO Box 3027
Myrtle Beach, SC. 29577
Attn: Carolyn Willis Creel
(803) 448-1515
-Zip-







with RCA's exclusive Detail Processor*
The RCA Detail Processor is a
remarkable achievement. It's
a computer-like memory
device that works like a filter
to separate detail from color.
So you get improved picture
definition— without color
streaking and "crawling" edges. And images so sharp
they appear almost three-dimensional
RCA ColorTrak 1981 also includes many other
advanced features Features like Automatic Color
Control and Fleshtone Correction Automatic Light
Sensor to monitor room brightness And quartz crystal
ChanneLock tuning that's so accurate you'll never
have to fine tune a channel again.
Ask for a demonstraton. See how ColorTrak's
advanced systems work together
to get the color right.
Automatically. ncii
RCA IS making television better and better
Anderson, S.C.
Daniels Western Auto
Tire and Appliance Co.
Appliance and T.V. Center
Gates Firestone





J. C. Pearman Co., Inc.
Honea Path, S.C.
White s Auto Store
Pendleton, S.C.
C and D Appliance
Seneca, S.C.
Seneca Discount Furniture Co.
Sorrells Refrigeration & Elec Co
Walhalla, S.C.








Woods Hardware and Furniture
Commerce, Ga.
Beck Tractor and Appliance




Ray's Radio and Television









Smith T V and Appliance
K-Mart
Franklin, N.C.





"Detail Processor is featured in most 1981 ColorTrak models Distributed by SOUTHCO SALES CORPORATION / Atlanli
THE ALUMAX CHALLENGE
. . . To build a $400,000,000
aluminum reduction facility in
Goose Creek, S.C. in less than two
years. It's a job a complete con-
tractor with full civil, mechanical
and electrical capabilities can
perform . . . it's a job for 2,500
employees of Yeargin. Building for
today and a better tomorrow . .
.
Yeargin Construction . . . with the
skill and knowledge to master the
challenge.
NSTRUCTION COMPANY
FOR ALL YOUR FULL SERVICE CONSTRUCTION
AND CONTRACT MAINTENANCE NEEDS
GREENVILLE, S,C
